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UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2000

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL

OPERATIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m. in Room

2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Christopher H. Smith
[Chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding.

Mr. SMITH. Good morning. The Subcommittee will be in session.
Today's hearing is about the United Nations peacekeeping forces,

a review of some of their past successes and failures, and some sug-
gestions about what shape they should take in the future.

At the moment, there are 14 separate U.N. peacekeeping mis-
sions around the world. Some have been in existence for less than
a year, others for as long as 52 years.

U.N peacekeepers are fighting and, sadly, dying in East Timor
and struggling to protect a cease-fire in Sierra Leone, where vio-
lence against civilians continues, where hundreds of peacekeepers
have been held hostage by rebel groups, and where open dissent
has erupted between various commanders of the peacekeeping
force.

Peacekeepers will also be embarking soon on a mission to protect
international observers being sent to monitor the cease-fire be-
tween Ethiopia and Eritrea. Even as the use of U.N. peacekeepers
is expanding, the U.N. and the United States have not fully come
to terms with the peacekeeping failures of the mid-1990's.

As this Subcommittee has examined in previous hearings, the
worst of those failures from a humanitarian perspective occurred in
Rwanda and in Srebrenica in Bosnia.

In April 1994, Hutu extremists in Rwanda began the systematic
massacre of that country's minority Tutsi population, as well as of
many thousands of moderate Hutus who refused to participate in
the bloodshed.

For the next 3 months, mothers and their babies were hacked to
death with machetes. Families seeking refuge in churches were
butchered inside. Streets, littered with corpses, literally ran with
blood. By the time the killing ended, somewhere between 500,000
and 1 million people had been murdered.

Although it already had peacekeepers on the ground, the United
Nations failed to take preemptive action to prevent these mass
murders, and the U.N. refused to take effective action even after
the killing began. After Interahamwe militiamen killed 10 Belgian
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peacekeepers, the U.N. focused on avoiding risk to U.N. peace-
eers, rather than on stopping the genocide.

outstanding Pleas for increased assistance with a broader
mandate by General Dallaire the U.N. Security Council instead
voted to withdraw most of the peacekeepers from that country.
Many informed observers, including General Dallaire himself, be-
lieved that a modest, strategically placed international force could
have put a stop to the killing.

A similarly shameful episode occurred the following year in
Srebrenica. During four terrible days in July, 1995, an estimated
8,000 people were executed by Bosnian Serb soldiers who had over-
run that United Nations-designated safe haven. The victims were
unarmed men, and in some cases women and children, who had
been repeatedly assured that they would not be harmed if they sur-
rendered. In some cases, these assurances came not only from the
killers, but also from the U.N. peacekeeping forces, whose mission
was to protect the victims.

But when the moment of truth came, U.N. forces offered only
token resistance to the Serb offensive. Their military and political
commanders had redefined their primary mission not as the protec-
tion of the people of Srebrenica, but as the self-preservation of the
U.N. forces. The peacekeepers became little more than observers to
genocide.

Sadly, they also became something other than observers. On July
13, 1995, a Dutch blue helmet battalion handed over to Serb invad-
ers some 300 Bosnian Muslims who had sought safety within the
U.N. compound. They watched as the men were separated from the
women and children, a process alread' well known as a sign that
the men were in imminent danger of death. These men were never
heard from again.

It is my earnest hope that these examples will never be sur-
passed as the darkest days in the history of U.N. peacekeeping.
The mistakes of Rwanda and Srebrenica must not be repeated.

Today, there is a general agreement that there have been and
still are serious problems with U.N. peacekeeping, but the more
difficult, unresolved questions are: What exactly are those prob-
lems, and how should they be fixed?

One set of answers were proposed last month by the Panel on
United Nations Peace Operations convened by Secretary General
Kofi Annan. The panel's report, also known as the Brahimi report,
identifies "serious problems in strategic direction, decision-making,
rapid deployment, operational planning and support, and the use
of modern information technology."

It also admits moral failures, such as the U.N.'s past "reluctance
to distinguish victim from aggressor," as occurred in Rwanda and
Srebrenica. In response, the Panel proposes a renewed commitment
to peacekeeping on the part of member states, significant institu-
tional change, and increased financial support. It emphasizes the
need for stronger ties between peacekeepers and peace-builders
from civil society in the areas where U.N. forces are deployed. It
calls for robust rules of engagement and for "bigger forces, bettereq'uip6ed and more costly but able to be a credible deterrent."
It highlights the need to streamline the logistics of deployment.
It also emphasizes the importance of clear, achievable mandates.



But the bottom line solution proposed by the Brahimi report seems
to be "more": more resources, more power, and more autonomy for
U.N. peacekeeping efforts.

Other advocates urge changes beyond those envisioned by the
Brahimi report, including the creation of a standing U.N. rapid re-
action peacekeeping force. They assert that prompt, forceful action
would help deter the worst humanitarian costs of many crises.
They point to the fact that past U.N. deployments have been too
little, too late, and that past multinational forces have lacked cohe-
sion, efficient coordination, and a unified chain of command.

They argue that a standing U.N. force is the best way to correct
these deficiencies. However, because of the serious problems of sov-
ereignty and accountability posed by such a freestanding military
entity, both the current Administration and many Members of Con-
gress have opposed the rapid deployment force concept.

Still other experts question whether U.N. forces are competent,
either legally or militarily, to enforce the unstable peace that exists
in the regions where many peacekeepers are deployed.

They warn that by injecting international peacekeeping forces
into circumstances where there is no preexisting peace, we are en-
tangling ourselves in an expensive, dangerous, and potentially end-
less morass.

Furthermore, they note that the robust military engagement con-
templated by the Brahimi report and the standing force concept are
less like peacekeeping than like making war-a prerogative prop-
erly exercised by sovereign states, not by the U.N.

I am happy to note that we have before us today capable experts
representing each of these viewpoints, as well as one witness who
speaks from personal experience of the tragedies that result from
peacekeeping failures.

I hope that our witnesses will propose answers to a number of
important questions: How should U.N. peacekeeping be reformed
and improved? What is the proper competence of a U.N. peace-
keeping force, both legally and operationally? What role should the
United States and the U.N. Security Council play in initiating, di-
recting, and supporting U.N. peacekeeping activities? And, finally,
how should we balance our proper concerns about United States
sovereignty and strategic interests with our moral obligations to
act when innocent peoples are threatened with unspeaable evil
and extermination?

I would like to yield to my very good friend and colleague, the
Ranking Member of our Subcommittee, the gentlewoman from
Georgia, Ms. McKinney, and thank her for her leadership on the
issue of peacekeeping and for suggesting today's hearing.

Ms. MCKINNEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to
thank you for calling this very important hearing. I want to thank
our witnesses for coming to enlighten us on this very important
subject.

We are looking today at the future of the United Nations. Our
witnesses have specific visions for our world and the United Na-
tions. Mr. Nuhanovic represents a group of people who must not
be left behind as we pursue our common vision of the United Na-
tions.



The United Nations is a very important development in the
course of human events. The creation of the United Nations, and
now, recommendations arising from the Brahimi report, are high
water marks in human development and organization.

Today, however, the U.N. proposes having a ready reservoir of
able men and women willing to go to places near and far to achieve
the objective of peace. That is alaudable mission, but the question
we must analyze is the ability of the U.N. to achieve that mission.

The United Nations is supposed to be a force for good in the
world, and this principle is enshrined in its charter. However, be-
fore I place more authority and responsibility in the hands of the
United Nations, I have many questions that remain unanswered,
I hope this hearing today will help me begin to answer those ques-
tions so I can lend my support to the U.N. in its efforts to become
more adept at policing the world and protecting all of us from ne-
farious and deadly characters.

I have asked representatives from survivors in Rwanda and
Srebrenica to present testimony today because they know the hor-
rors of a peacekeeping effort gone bad. I regret the decision of the
government of Rwanda to deny my request for a witness. The sur-
vivors know that all the best intentions in the world don't bring
relatives back. They know, too, that all the best intentions in the
world don't help survivors of an effort gone awry.

I was recently alerted that a Bosnia woman who had survived
the horrors of Srebrenica and who had been relocated to Missouri
committed suicide because she could not cope with a new language,
a new culture, isolation from her accustomed environment, no safe-
ty net to provide a smooth transition to immigrant life in America.

What went wrong with this peacekeeping operation and its after-
math? What went so wrong that would allow a city to be destroyed,
its survivors to be scattered like chaff around the world, leading
this one desperate woman to kill herself? Could the United Nations
have done something to prevent the double victimization of this
woman, the double victimization of its survivors? What are the re-
sponsibilities of the U.N. to these families?

For the first time in its history now, United Nations peace-
keeping troops have been directly implicated in the crimes of geno-
cide and in crimes against humanity. The Kavaruganda family
lives daily with the fact that the Supreme Court Justice, His Hon-
orable Joseph Kavaruganda, of Rwanda was under the protection
of U.N. peacekeepers at the time of his handover to the presi-
dential guard for his murder. U.N. peacekeepers then stood by
drinking stolen beer and watched as his wife and daughter were
tortured by Rwandan soldiers.

Mr. Chairman, I have testimony about this episode from the
United Nations Carlsson report on Rwanda, which I would like to
submit for the Record.

[The information referred to is available in the appendix.]
Ms. McKINNEY. Hasan Nuhanovic lost his family as U.N. peace-

keepers turned over 7,000 Bosnians to the Serbian Army for the
slaughter of men and young boys. We know that this happened be-
cause of our witnesses and their insistence that the United Nations

-tell their story.



After reviewing the evidence submitted by theprosecutor, Judge
Riad confirmed the indictment of Karadzic and Mladic, stating,
"After Srebrenica fell to besieging Serbian forces in July, 1995, a
truly terrible massacre of the Muslim population appears-to have
taken place. The evidence tendered by the prosecutor describes
scenes of unimaginable savagery: thousands of men executed and
buried in mass graves; hundreds of men buried alive; men and
women mutilated and slaughtered; children killed before their
mothers' eyes; a grandfather forced to eat the liver of his own
grandson."

These are truly scenes from hell written on the darkest pages of
human history. The United Nations was forced to write two reports
which now tell the world of its gross failures and complicity in
these great crimes, but the UnitedNations has not lifted one finger
to help these and other survivors of U.N. peacekeeping atrocities.

In East Timor, the United Nations Special Representative issued
an apology for not acting during the razing of Dili during and after
the independence referendum. Who will rebuild East Timor?

Secretary General Kofi Annan has said that heads of state and
world leaders must not be allowed to hide behind their sovereign
immunity, and that they must be prosecuted for their complicity in
genocide, in crimes against humanity. The Secretary General re-
mains mute on the responsibility of the United Nations to sur-
vivors entrusted in its care.

The loved ones of our witnesses were under the direct care of
United Nations peacekeeping troops. But those troops abandoned
the people they were sent to protect and left them to be brutally
murdered. Shouldn't the U.N. voluntarily live up to its own stand-
ard for heads of state and world leaders and be held accountable
for its own participation in genocide and crimes against humanity?

The United Nations issued four apologies in 6 weeks for Rwanda,
Srebrenica, East Timor, and Kosovo. Sierra Leone and Cambodia
I presume will be next. In Sierra Leone, Medecins Sans Frontieres
recently struck out at the U.N. When the entire town was aban-
doned byU.N. peacekeepers and RUF was allowed to go in unham-
pered. Sierra Leoneans were forced to flee the RUF with intra-
venous tubes dangling from their bodies because of the collapse of
the U.N. peacekeeping effort.

In 1991, Cambodia had one AIDS patient. In 1993 they had
three. Now they have almost 200 new infections every day. United
Nations peacekeepers are alleged to have infected thousands of
Cambodians as they performed their duties in UNTAC's peace-
keeping operation in Cambodia.

Will the U.N. do HIV testing on their recruits? How will they re-
pair this damage done to innocent Cambodians? Does the U.N.
care?

The United Nations will acquire more and more power and au-
thority to act on our behalf, but will the U.N. have transparency
in its operations, and will the victims of its failings be able to hold
the U.N. accountable?

More importantly, will governments be able to give big contracts
to their friends and escape scrutiny by the public and people like
us in Congress by allowing the U.N. to do in peacekeeping and po-
licing what governments previously did?



Probably the more important question is, how will the United
Nations prevent itself from being used by other countries for their
own purposes and thereby subverting the U.N. mission? Many as-
sert thai this is exactly what was done by the United States in
Rwanda, in Srebrenica, in Iraq, and in East Timor.

I have read the Brahimi report and I have many questions.
NATO has set an important precedent by admitting and payng
damages to a family that was able to prove that it was NATO
bombs that destroyed their home. NATO stands above no law.

I would like to once again thank the witnesses for appearing, and
I look forward to their testimony.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Ms. McKinney.
Mr. Delahunt.
Mr. DELmAHUNT. No opening statement, thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Let me present the four witnesses, beginning first

with Dr. William Durch, a Senior Associate at the Henry L.
Stimson Center, and who recently served as project director for the
Panel on United Nations Peace Operations, whose report was
issued last month, and the former Assistant Director of the Defense
and Arms Control Studies Program at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Dr. Durch presently teaches courses on international
peacekeeping at Georgetown University.

Next we will hear from John R. Bolton, who has served as Senior
Vice President of the American Enterprise Institute since the be-
ginning of 1997. Previously, Mr. Bolton served as Assistant Sec-
retary of State for International Organizational Affairs in the Bush
Administration, as well as the Assistant Attorney General in the
Civil Division of the Reagan Administration. During the early
1980's, he served as General Counsel and as Assistant Adminis-
trator for Program and Policy Coordination at the U.S. Agency for
International Development.

Next we will hear from Joel Charny, who has served as Vice
President of Refugees International since July of this year. Pre-
viously he worked in Cambodia as a Deputy Progam Manager
with the U.N. Development Program, UNDP. Before that, Mr.
Charny worked for 16 years with Oxfam America. A graduate of
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Mr. Charny has written
numerous articles on humanitarian issues.

Finally, we will hear from Hasan Nuhanovic, who was formerly
a translator for the United Nations protection force in Srebrenica.
Members of his own family have not been seen since they were
turned over to Bosnian Serbs by U.N. peacekeeping forces in July
1995. Since that time, Mr. Nuhanovic has investigated the fate of
thousands who were turned over to Serb forces and the possible
complicity of U.N. forces in those disappearances.

Dr. Durch, if you could begin.

STATEMENT OF DL WILIAM J. DURCH, SENIOR ASSOCIATE,
HENRY L STIMSON CENTER

Mr. DURCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the invitation to tes-
tify at this hearin on U.N. peacekeeping.

I am a Senior associate of the Henry L. Stimson Center here in
Washington, and recently served as Project Director for the Panel
on U.N. Peace Operations. I am speaking here in my personal ca-
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pacity, however, not for the U.N. nor for the Panel. I will be sum-
marizing my prepared statement.

After the disasters of the mid-1990's, which both you and Ms.
McKinney spoke about, there was an opportunity, breathing space
to correct the more obvious problems with U.N. peacekeeping, but
there seemed to be little interest on the part of member states to
invest more time and money in what many assumed to be a failed
enterprise. The tears in the fabric of U.N. peacekeeping were left
larey unmended.

Then last year, the U.N. was suddenly called upon, in rapid suc-
cession, to administer Kosovo under the protection of NATO ground
forces; and then to replace Australia-led INTERFET and launch a
new government for East Timor; then to replace Nigeria-led
ECOMOG in Sierra Leone to implement a deeply flawed peace ac-
cord that the U.N. did not negotiate; then to oversee a shaky cease-
fire in the vast Democratic Republic of Congo. The elements of the
U.N. Secretariat responsible for peacekeeping were at this time un-
derfunded, understaffed, unprepared to run a country. Consider the
headlines had they been foresighted enough to try to prepare.

Clearly, something needed to be done to better match U.N. capa-
bilities to the operational tasks once again being handed to the or-
ganization, the basic choice being either to do these operations
right or not do them.

The twin assumptions of the mid-1990's that the U.N. would not
again be called upon to undertake tough missions and that regional
organizations could handle all elements of such missions seemed to
have been invalidated by the resurgence of 1999-2000. Better,
then, that the U.N. be prepared; that the Security Council better
understand what the U.N. is and is not capable of doing; and that
new missions reflect that understanding.

The Panel's report advocates this latter course. The report em-
phasizes that the U.N. Secretariat is in no position to raise or com-
mand a warfighting force. At the same time, unless U.N.-flagged
forces deployed to implement accords ending internal conflicts can
defend themselves--and the peace they have come to implement-
against the opponents of peace and the well-armed criminal gangs
whu spring up in the wake of war, their deployment is pointless.

Thus, while the report rightly leaves warfighting to states, it
urges member states to collaborate among themselves to make bet-
ter trained, more capable forces available to U.N. operations.

The report recommends that the Secretariat plan for realistic
worst case scenarios and be given the capacity to do so, and rec-
ommends that the Secretariat dispatch teams to assess whether
troops offered to a U.N. operation meet specified high standards of
training and equipment, and that the Secretary General decline to
accept contingents that fail to meet those standards.

But even if troops offered to a U.N. operation are well-trained
and well-equipped, that operation should not go ahead unless they
are offered in sufficient quantity to meet anticipated operational
challenges. That is, for any given operation, the size of the oper-
ating area imposes its own requirements and constraints on U.N.
or any other peace operations, which figures 1 and 2 in my sub-
mitted testimony help to illustrate.



Most big states that fall prey to internal conflict will remain be-
yond the reach of peacekeeping, whether U.N.-run or regionally-
run. To date even coalitions of the willing have addressed them-
selves to fairly small places.

If international remedial efforts can only be applied in such
places, a few at a time, then the international community must
place greater emphasis on conflict prevention if the need for peace
operations is to match either the U.N.'s or re onal organizations'
capabilities to keep or restore peace. By that, I really mean long-
term prevention.

Such operation& have been given a wide variety of tasks over
time; some easier, some harder. Monitoring international borders is
a relatively simple task compared to establishing a safe and secure
environment in the aftermath of civil war.

The tasks assigned to post-Cold War operations have been mostly
of the harder, more complex variety. Complex peace operations
have explicitly political tasks, and deploy in the aftermath of con-
flicts that nobody has won, conflicts that are really unfinished. If
they are skilled, tough, and lucky, the outsiders will help to shift
those conflicts from the battlefield to the political arena, breaking
the cycle of armed conflict under the protective umbrella of peace-
keeping forces.

That is, peacekeeping, the maintenance of a secure environment,
and peace-building, all the other tasks that an operation under-
takes to implement a peace accord, are inseparable functions. The
objective of peace-building is not to remake a society, but to give
the members of that society a shot at remaking it themselves. Such
peace-building, which aims at a self-sustaining security environ-
ment, is a necessary component of the peacekeepers' exit strategy.

To summarize, the report argues that it is better to choose care-
fully, go in strong, and draw down than to go in weak and build
up. National militaries, disaster relief teams, and other crisis re-
sponse entities cannot function without preparedness, and neither
can the United Nations. Preparedness costs money, but in a pinch,
the lack of preparedness costs even more.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Durch is available in the appen-

dix.]
Mr. SMITH. Dr. Durch, thank you very much for that testimony.
Without objection, yours and all the other witnesses' full state-

ments will be made part of the record, as well as the attachments
that my good friend, the gentlewoman from Georgia, had asked to
be made part of the record.

Mr. Bolton.
STATEMENT OF JOHN BOLTON, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,

AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE
Mr. BOLTON. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman. It is a pleas-

ure to be here today. I, too, would lie to discuss the Brahimi re-
port. If I could I would just like to put it in context first.

I think the Brahimi report follows logically from the past 8 years
of the current Administration's peacekeeping policy. When they
came into office, they announced a new doctrine they called 'asser-
tive multilateralism." I was never quite sure what assertive



multilateralism meant, but it is pretty clear from the historical
record that the principal experiment in that doctrine was intended
to and in fact did take place in Somalia.

In 1993, when she was permanent representative to the U.N.
Mrs. Albright said, with respect to one of the key Security Council
resolutions on Somalia, and I quote now, "Vith this resolution, we
will embark on an unprecedented enterprise aimed at nothing less
than the restoration of an entire country as a proud, functioning,
and viable member of the community of nations.

The policy, for a lot of different reasons that we don't have time
to go into this morning, failed in Somalia with the tragic death of
18 Americans. The rhetoric of assertive multilateralism dis-
appeared from the Administration's speeches, but it did not dis-
appear from their policies. Indeed, as written in PDD 25, the peace-
keeping decision directive, even whether or not followed, that no-
tion of assertive multilateralism continued. It has widespread sup-
port in many circles in New York. In fact, I think it was the doc-
trine of assertive multilateralism that led the Secretary General to
create the Brahimi Commission, and I think the doctrine informs
virtually all of its conclusions and recommendations.

I note to begin with that some of what the Brahimi report says
is unquestionably correct. In fact, they make one point, a very cou-
rageous statement, where they say that sometimes in the past po-
litical compromise has led to confused mandates for U.N. peace-
keeping forces.

They say, and I am quoting the report, "Rather than send an op-
eration into danger with unclear instructions, the Panel urges that
the Council refrain from mandating such a mission." I think that
is a good and important lesson. It is sad that the Brahimi report
did not carry through that logic in other contexts.

It is important, as Congress begins to consider the Brahimi re-
port, and the issue I am going to address, is what American foreign
policy should be with respect to U.N. peacekeeping operations. I do
not think for us this is an abstract discussion of what the best look-
ing U.N. peacekeeping structure should be. I think our issue is
what is in the best interests of the United States.

Let me very quickly run through a couple of major respects of the
Brahimi report that I think are badly flawed from that perspective.
The Brahimi report takes a nod in the direction of principles that
underlie successful U.N. peacekeeping missions: the consent of the
parties, neutrality of the U.N. force, and limited rules of engage-
ment, rules of engagement confined to its own self-defense.

Then it proceeds basically to write those three heretofore success-
ful preconditions out of its report. It talks about circumstances
where the consent of the parties can be manipulated. What it is
really talking about is a situation where there is no true peace,
where the parties in fact have not given their consent.

I would suggest that in Sierra Leone today we have exactly an
example of that kind of problem.

Second, the Brahimi report takes the notion of impartiality and
applies it not to the parties to the conflict, but in a very, if I may
say so, abstract sense to neutrality and impartiality in the context
of the U.N. charter. It talks expressly about taking moral sides in
conflicts, which may be appropriate at some points, but which I
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would suggest to you, in some conflicts around the world it is very
hard to find out where the white hats are and where the black hats
are.

Finally, although the report does state modestly that the U.N.
does not wage war, it then proceeds to contradict itself on that
point as well. In what I think is really the most intellectually dis-
honest part of the report, it really is talking about a U.N. capa-
bility to engage in combat; not simply the self-defense of its own
forces, but with the ability and determination to defeat what it con-
siders to be enemies of the mission. This is not peacekeeping, this
is war. I think it is just a mistake for us or for any decision-makers
not to understand the consequences of confusing that doctrine.

There is another, I think, very important political point here. The
Brahimi report found in its specific discussion of preventive diplo-
macy, in many of the recommendations it makes for the beefing up
of the capabilities of the U.N. Secretariat, its information-gathering
capabilities, what in Washington we call its intelligence-gathering
capabilities, and in its analytical capabilities generally.

I think that we have made a mistake over the past several years
in the extent to which we have provided intelligence information to
the United Nations. I make no bones about saying that when it is
in the best interests of the United States to provide sensitive intel-
ligence to the United Nations, we should do it, but we should not
do it as a matter of course, and we should not under any cir-
cumstances permit the United Nations to develop its own autono-
mous intelligence-gathering capability. Its analytical skills should
be really things that we can call on as necessary.

Mr. Chairman, there are a number of unrealistic recommenda-
tions in the report on the so-called peace-building side of things. I
think as the failure of nation-building in Somalia showed, the abil-
ity of external actors to create a functioning civil society in failed
states is really quite limited.

A little humility would do us all good here in assessing exactly
what responsibilities we should assign the United Nations. Just as
I think in this country there is a broad consensus that it is not the
government that builds our Nation, it is the people, so, too, in
international matters, it is not the United Nations or external ob-
servers who are ultimately going to build civil society in troubled
states, it is the people who live there themselves.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, one last specific point on the Brahimi re-
port. All of the recommendations about increased capacity and in-
creased resources are written in the context of increasing the Sec-
retariat's capabilities. Completely ignored in this report is the role
of the Military Staff Committee which is set up by the Charter.

We are all very familiar with the fact that the Military Staff
Committee, gridlocked by the Cold War right from the start, has
never functioned, but, Mr. Chairman, the Charter is unambiguous
when it comes to military activities. It is the Military Staff Com-
mittee that is established to advise and assist the Security Council
on all questions relating to the Security Council's military require-
ments and so on.

If a decision is made to go ahead and implement large chunks
of the Brahimi report, it seems to me that there is a very conscious
and very clear effect on the United States and the other permanent



members of the Security Council if responsibility for these military
and quasi-military operations is vested in the Secretariat and not
in the Military Staff Committee, which is the principal arm of the
Securi Council, which is to say, us, in overseeing the U.N.'s mii-tary affairs.

S I think, quite apart from all of the specific defects in the
Brahimi report, this is no accident that the Military Staff Com-
mittee is not mentioned. This is no accident that all of this addi-
tional support is to be given to the Secretary General and not the
arm of the Security Council. I think that alone is grounds to reject
the Brahimi report's conclusions.

The Brahimi report says very explicitly that if its recommenda-
tions are not enacted, and I am quoting again from the report, "The
Secretariat will remain a reactive institution, unable to get ahead
of daily events." Let me just say, Mr. Chairman, from the point of
view of United States foreign policy, I believe the report is correct
when it says the Secretariat is a reactive institution. I believe that
from the American point of view, it should remain a reactive insti-
tution. The movers in the United Nations, the movers in the Secu-
rity Council, are the members, and particularly the five permanent
members. Let us be very clear, it isparticularly the United States.
We want the Secretariat to react. We know how to do it. I don't
think they should be acting on their own.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I conclude with a little study in my testi-
mony of the ongoing U.N. role in the dispute between Ethiopia and
Eritrea, because I think in this current peacekeeping operation we
see an example of exactly what I have just described as the erro-
neous conclusions in the Brahimi report itself.

I believe that the conflict between Ethiopia and Eritrea is a clas-
sic threat to international peace and security in the language of the
charter. I believe that it is entirely appropriate for the United Na-
tions to take the role that it has. I think it is entirely appropriate
to deploy observers in that conflict to monitor the cease-fire and
the other terms of the agreement that has been reached between
Ethiopia and Eritrea.

Where I disagree emphatically with what the Secretary General
has recommended is in the deployment of three foreign country
battalions, which he justified in an interview with the Washington
Post, saying that this is part of his effort to transform peace-
keeping into something else, and as he said, "to go prepared for all
eventualities, including full combat."

I don't think three battalions or even many more are going to
stop war breaking out again between Ethiopia and Eritrea. I think
the observers that have been recommended, a total of 220, are suf-
ficient. If it is not, I would be willing to see an increase in the num-
ber of observers. It is enough to know whether the cease-fire is
holding and where the other terms are being met. But the idea
that a size force as he has recommended with these other three
battalions is enough to engage in peace enforcement I think is both
wrong, and I think it undercuts the vital role of the observers.

Here is the key question for decision-makers, Mr. Chairman. In
the end, in the end, if the Ethiopians and Eritreans are not willing
to uphold their own peace, what other nationality is prepared to
kill and die for it?



Mr. Chairman, I think that your calling this hearing is an impor-
tant step in the Congress' consideration of the Brahimi report and
in peacekeeping. I appreciate your inviting me. I would be pleased
to answer any questions you or the Committee may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bolton is available in the appen-
dix.]

Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Bolton.
Mr. Charny?

STATEMENT OF JOEL R. CHARNY, VICE PRESIDENT,
REFUGEES INTERNATIONAL

Mr. CHARNY. I would first like to thank the Chairman of the
Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights,
Representative Christopher Smith, for providing the opportunity
for Refugees International to testify on the issue of U.N. peace-
keeping, one of the most critical issues facing the world today.

As presently organized and as we have heard, there seems to be
a consensus that U.N. peacekeeping is not working. The starting
point for Refugees International is the fate of the most vulnerable,
the mainly women and children who are caught in conflicts.

The failure to act, as in Rwanda and the eastern Congo from
1994 to 1996, or the ineffectiveness of the response, as in Sierra
Leone earlier this year, have led to unnecessary deaths numbering
in the hundreds of thousands.

More unnecessary deaths are in the offing in the eastern Congo
or along the border between Ethiopia and Eritrea because the ma-
chinery of international peacekeeping is shamefully inadequate. It
is inadequate because it is slow. The time from Security Council
authorization to deployment averages 6 months.

It is inadequate because the forces deployed have neither trained
together nor used common equipment, leading to chaos in the field.
It is inadequate because the forces are feeble, not powerful enough
to intimidate even the poorly armed thugs who often make up the
primary security threat to humanitarian relief operations, and it is
inadequate because the forces have lacked a clear mandate and a
unified command.

Refugees International has concluded that the most effective way
to address these weaknesses would be the creation of a rapid reac-
tion force, or RRF. An RRF might consist of 5,000 to 10,000 elite
volunteers from around the world. They would live and train to-
gether, follow the same doctrine, use the same equipment, answer
to the same chain of command, and be ready for dispatch with a
few days notice.

A rapid reaction force would give the international community a
sharp instrument to project military and police power quickly and
effectively. The RRF, or part of it, could be deployed for a mul-
titude of purposes: To prevent or mitigate conflicts, protect non-
combatants and humanitarian aid workers. We have just in the
last week or 10 days had four UNHCR workers killed, three in
Timor, one in Guinea. Again, it begs the question of why humani-
tarian aid workers are putting their lives at risk in a situation
where security is not being adequately provided.

An RRF could also supervise cease-fire agreements and police
refugee camps.



Let me stress that the RRF should be a standing force. At
present, to form a peacekeeping force, the U.N. collects troops from
all over the world and attempts to make them into a professional
peacekeeping force on short notice. The existence of a standing
highly professional elite force would enhance greatly the speed and
quality of the deployment and reduce the possibilities for mission
failure.

The personnel of a rapid reaction force should be recruited inter-
nationally to the highest standards. However, to try to limit the in-
fluence of politics, and in keeping with informal agreements that
underlay the original U.N. peacekeeping deployments in the 1950's,
perhaps citizens of permanent Security Council members should
not be permitted or recruited to serve. The RRF would be an inde-
pendent entity of the Secretariat for missions enacted by the Secu-
rity Council.

The idea for the creation of an RRF is not new. Several nations
and many prestigious individuals have already endorsed the con-
cept. H.R. 4453, the McGovern-Porter U.N. Rapid Deployment Po-
lice and Security Force Act of 2000, was introduced in Congress
this session, and includes a concept similar to the one that I am
proposing. But the proposals for the creation of a rapid deployment
force have not gone very far because the U.S. Government is op-

posed. Why? First of all, quality costs money, and the U.S. is
penny-wise and pound foolish when it comes to international ex-
penditures.

Second, as you well know, the specter of a so-called U.N. army
excites a tiny vocal minority of Americans, although calling a rapid
reaction force of a few thousand personnel an army is a gross exag-
geration.

But for the U.S., the advantages of the creation of an RRF are
many. Chief among them is that American lives might be preserved
by reducing the pressure on the U.S. to intervene militarily in cri-
ses in far away countries in which we have no vital national inter-
est, and at least some of the money the U.S. is spending to respond
to unnecessary humanitarian crises could be saved or diverted to
other uses, such as investing in programs to address poverty, the
root cause of many of the conflicts afflicting the world.

We have already heard in some detail from you, Mr. Chairman,
about the Rwanda example. I just want to very quickly state that
in four instances in the Rwanda case, the existence of an RRF
could have prevented the mass deaths that you were referring to.

First, during the genocide itself, there is now general agreement
that an immediate strengthening of peacekeeping forces on the
ground would have stopped the genocide and saved 500,000 lives.

The second missed opportunity was in July and August, 1994,
when more than 1 million Rwandan refugees crossed the border
into Zaire, now the Democratic Republic of the Congo. A peace-
keeping force stationed near the border could have disarmed Hutu
military units crossing it and prevented much of the later carnage.

The third missed opportunity came later in 1994, when the U.N.
Secretary General appealed in vain to the Security Council for
7,000 troops to disarm the Hutu militia now dominating the ref-
ugee camps. The camps were increasingly under their control. A
peacekeeping force could have been deployed to disarm them.

69-538 D-01-2
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Finally, the fourth missed opportunity took place in November,.
1996, when the Congo rebels broke up the refugee camps and hun
dreds of thousands of refugees fled deep into the forests of eastern
Congo, where they suffered excruciating hardships, and thousands,
perhaps tens of thousands, died.

A peacekeeping force could have made a quick excursion in the
Congo to set up a safe corridor to deliver aid and repatriate the ref.
ugees. Canada proposed that a force be deployed for this very pur-
pose, but the U.S. scuttled the idea, arguing incorrectly that the
number of refugees in the Congo was overestimated.

The international community thus failed four times in quick suc-
cession with respect to genocide and its aftershocks in Rwanda.
Moreover, if an intervention had been carried out successfully on
the first occasion, the opportunities for interventions two, three,
and four would not have arisen, and arguably, we would not have
a massive humanitarian crisis in the ongo at the moment, be-
cause this whole situation has come inexorably from the 1994 dis-
aster.

For Refugees International, reforming the entire emergency re-
sponse system of the international community is thus the number
one issue of the post-Cold War world. Again, we start from a hu-
manitarian perspective. Capable rapid reaction to prevent and
mitigate the impact of life-threatening conflicts is a critical compo-
nent of the reform. If we are truly serious about enhancing the
international capability for peacekeeping, as President Clinton has
indicated, then the U.S. needs to support the creation of a standing
international rapid reaction force.

Thank you for your attention.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Charny is available in the appen-

dix.]
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Charny, thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. Nuhanovic.

STATEMENT OF HASAN NUHANOVIC, FORMER TRANSLATOR,
U.N. PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN SREBRENICA

Mr. NUHANOVIC. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for having
taken the initiative in calling this important hearing today on
United Nations peacekeeping.

Congresswoman McKinney, I especially want to thank you, first
for inviting me to appear fore this honorable Committee, and
then second, for the help of all your staff in getting me here from
Tuzla, Bosnia.

I come as a victim of the terrible slaughter which followed the
fall of Srebrenica in July 1995. I personally lost my entire family
there. My mother, my father, and my younger brother were all

forced by the United Nations peacekeepers, Dutch battalion, out of
the U.N. military compound and handed over to the Serb troops
waiting outside.

The Serb soldiers then took my family away and murdered them.
My family should not have died. Instead, my family should have
been allowed to stay in the U.N. compound and remain protected
by the United Nations troops. My family should be alive today. The
UNROFOR Dutch battalion forced around 6,000 men, women and
children right into the hands of their executioners. In this way,



they assisted the war criminals in their plan to exterminate the en-
tire male population of Srebrenica. They did not have to do that.
They considered the 6,000 civilians on the base to be a burden and
handed them over to the Serbs only for one reason, to speed up
their own departure from Srebrenica. I should point out that this
was in contravention of the written order dated 11 July 1995 from
the U.N. Protection Force Commander Major General Gobiliard to
the Dutchbat Commander Lieutenant Colonel Karemans.
. It said, "Concentrate your forces into the Potocari Camp, includ-
ing withdrawal of your Ops. Take all reasonable measures to pro-
tect refugees and civilians in your care." whatever the reasonable
measures may mean, it certainly didn't mean to hand these people
over to the executioners.

Second, I come here today to bear witness to the truth of the hor-
rors which occurred in Srebrenica. I was there. I saw what hap-
pened. I can confirm for you that on 11 July 1995 the U.N. safe
area was allowed to fall to the hands of General Ratko Mladic and
his forces. Mladic's forces had a free hand to enter the safe haven
and murder over 10,000 Bosnian men and young boys, and rape
hundreds of helpless women and young girls. It was a terrifying
time for me and all the others trapped in the U.N.-declared safe
haven, and it should have never been allowed to happen.

But I do not need to detail today the full extent of the horrors
which occurred following the destruction of Srebrenica. Indeed,
these horrors are now well known and have become a matter of the
international public record. Numerous books, films, and a number
of official inquiries, including one conducted in 1998 by this honor-
able Committee, all catalog in great detail the surrender of the
United Nations safe haven and subsequent horrific crimes com-
mitted by General Mladic's forces against Srebrenica's civilian pop-
ulation.

Mr. Chairman, what I do want to raise with you is the ongoing
struggle for justice by the survivors of Srebrenica. Following the
fall of Srebrenica, as many as 10,000 civilians were murdered, a
number of women raped and brutalized, and several thousand peo-
ple were traumatized and brutalized.

The decision to surrender Srebrenica forced thousands of sur-
vivors to leave their homes and all their property in Bosnia and re-
locate in Canada, Australia, the United States, and elsewhere
throughout the world.

The extent of the damage and the subsequent cost of these deci-
sions by certain world leaders to surrender the enclave is almost
incalculable. What price can be put on the deliberate surrender of
a modern European city and the annihilation of 10,000 of its inhab-
itants? What price can be put on the long-term trauma inflicted
upon 30,000 people? What level of accountability can be held
against those world leaders who, knowing or suspecting that
Srebrenica's civilian population was going to be annihilated, de-
cided to surrender the city to General Mladic anyway?

Despite the enormity of the crimes committed in Srebrenica and
the extraordinary amount of evidence available to the international
tribunal from the former Yugoslavia, in 6 years only four persons
have been indicted for these crimes, and of which only two have
been arrested.



I and other survivors from Srebrenica are concerned that there
is an ongoing reluctance to aggressively prosecute the Serbian mili-
tary and itsleadership who oversaw the destruction of Srebrenica.
We see this as yet another abandonment of the victims of
Srebrenica, and part of the ongoing cycle of impunity worldwide
which cloaks ethnic cleansing and cleansers and mass murderers
from the hand of justice.

How can there be any sense of justice for the victims when we
know that mass murderers move about Europe free from fear of ar-
rest?

In addition, the exhumed remains of over 4,000 of Srebrenica's
victims are still being stored in the above ground facility in Tuzla.
As you could imagine, this is totally unacceptable to the surviving
family members. The remains should be shown respect and buried
in a dignified place. I am pleased to say that theU.S. Ambassador
to Bosnia and Herzegovina supports the families' requests to erect
a memorial complex and bury the remains of their loved ones near
Potocari.

Regrettably, there is a strong resistance to this by certain Bos-
nian people in Srebrenica and the Republika Srpska. Mr. Chair-
man, I think you will agree that 6 years is an unreasonable period
of time to have to wait to bury loved ones. We need your help and
that of your Committee to end this outrage and ongoing indignity
against our loved ones.

I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, along with the other
members of your Committee, for undertaking this important task.
I hope that by better understanding what happened in Srebrenica,
you all might be able to ensure that there is some kind of honor
and sanctity restored in the words "never again."

I hope and pray that you will be able to ensure worldwide ob-
servance of international humanitarian law. Those who attempt to
commit mass murder and those world leaders who choose to aban-
don innocent civilians in their care and turn them over to mass
murderers must be shown that they will be met with force and
prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

There seems to be an uncomfortable paradox: We want more to
be put right, but we are only prepared to sacrifice less. Is it right
that promises to protect civilians from harm can be made to tens
of thousands of helpless men, women, and children, only to aban-
don them in their hour of need?

In Srebrenica, the survival rate of thousands of men and young
boys who believed in the U.N. Protection Force, UNPROFOR,
promises for protection and remained behind with the U.N. Protec-
tion Force troops in Potocari was zero. The number of men and
boys who survived believing in the protection of this force was zero,
while the men who chose to disbelieve in the U.N. Protection Force
and flee through the minefields and risk attacks by the Serbian
troops surrounding the enclave was over 50 percent.

Is there not sometimes a risk that by doing something half-
heartedly, we may actually be doing more harm than good?

Mr. Chairman, in spite of all my family has endured, I still be-
lieve in the United Nations, and I hope it can fulfill its role in en-
suring world peace. But the souls of the victims will not rest and
the survivors Will not find closure before those responsible for this



great crime, no matter who they may be, are held accountable. If
we are ever to ensure that evil is defeated in this world, then we
must ensure that justice is triumphant and that the world commu-
nity once again recognizes the equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family.

I hope that as a part of that process of overcoming every ill, that
one day there is justice for the great wrongs committed in
Srebrenica in July 1995.

I would like to comment on a few points made here by the other
witnesses.

When it comes to the presence of a rapid reaction force that my
predecessor mentioned, a rapid reaction force, to my best knowl-
edge, and I followed the situation as one of the inhabitants of the
U.N. safe area by improvised radio stations because we had no
means of communication to the outside world, but we knew that a
rapid reaction force at least 2 months before Srebrenica was finally
attacked by the Serb forces was deployed in the suburbs of Sara-
jevo, in the vicinity of Sarajevo.

Those were French and British troops. I don't know how many
troops were there at that moment, but the deployment started at
least one or 2 months before. When Srebrenica was falling, I be-
lieve that some strong force could have been used to prevent this
massacre, and that can be also, of course, double-checked.

There is another thing concerning the situation in Potocari,
which was the U.N.-Dutch battalion base near Srebrenica. These
troops, in order to save the lives of those people, these troops did
not have to engage in combat. They did not have to fight war.

This is also about the point of Mr. Bolton. The Dutch peace-
keepers, U.N. peacekeepers in Potocari, the only thing they had to
do was to allow the people to stay on their base. They did not have
to fight with anyone at all. Also, the other thing is that Srebrenica
as a whole, as an enclave, could have been protected.

Again, I am speaking from the perspective of a survivor and of
someone who was looking at the sky 5 years ago. There were no
planes in the sky, jets, bombers, even though they were promised
manytimes. There was a substantial force, including American jets
and NATO jets from other countries, in the area, and they did not
do what they promised to do. They did not prevent the massacre.
Use of air power sufficient to stop or even eliminate the attacking
Serb units could be used.

That is all I wanted to comment on the points of the other wit-
nesses,

Mv. SMITH. Mr. Nuhanovic, thank you very much. Thank you for
coming back to this Subcommittee. Members of the Panel will re-
call that you were here 2/2 years ago and gave very compelling tes-
timony about the horrific events that happened in Srebrenica and
your own personal tragedy.

I wonder if you can just tell us if there has been any reckoning,
or have any of those who committed the atrocities in Srebrenica
been brought to justice at the Hague? Are there pending indict-
ments against those who perpetrated those terrible cruelties?

Mr. NuHANovic. To my best knowledge, the U.N. International
Crimes Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia has indicted three per-
sons. Their names are on the public list of the indictees. The offi-



cials of the ICTY claim that there is also another list, which is a
sealed list not available to the public, but of course I and other sur-
vivors do not have access to this list.

So as far as I know, the only war criminals, war crimes suspects
so far indicted are Ratko Mladic, Karadzic, and Krstic. He was ar-
rested 1 year ago, and he is being tried in a tribunal at the mo-
ment.

Mr. SMITH. When it comes to empowering a U.N. force with the
proper mandate, is it your view, and any of the other panelists who
might want to speak to this, that it was the lack of a proper man-
date, or was it the military personnel on the ground, or was it a
combination of both, that led to the significant deficiencies in the
U.N.-deployed forces?

I remember as Chair of the Helsinki Commission and the Sub-
committee we held a whole series of hearings about the safe havens
and the fact that they acted as a magnet for further bloodshed, and
did not serve the role that had been envisioned.

Was the U.N. and the Security Council not serious enough? Were
we bluffing, or was it poor military people on the ground? Who
would like to comment?

Mr. Bolton?
Mr. BOLTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We considered during

the Bush Administration in 1992-we expressly considered the
issue of endorsing and creating safe havens in Bosnia at several
points during 1992. We concluded that it would be a mistake to
create safe havens precisely because of the natural reaction: When
the United Nations declares a safe haven, reasonable people fearful
for their safety we feel were likely to go to the safe havens, and
thus attract a vulnerable civilian population that no nation then
participating in UNPROFOR, the U.N. Protection Force, was will-
ing to offer up sufficient real military power, real military power,
to defend.

We felt that however bad the situation was in Bosnia, and from
a humanitarian point of view there is simply no question it was an
ongoing tragedy, but we felt it would have been basically just an
exercise in feel-good diplomacy at best to create the safe havens
and run the risk, I think sad to say, of ultimately what happened
there.

The members of the Security Council with whom we discussed
this in greatest detail were on the one hand the British and the
French and on the other hand the Russians. The British and the
French at that time and subsequently had forces in UNPROFOR.
They were present on the ground. They were among the strongest
voices against creating safe havens. At the same time, at that
point, the Russians were much more cooperative. I don't think they
would be so cooperative today in doing that type of thing.

This underlines what I think is a very important point. This is
almost never a question of capabilities. This is almost certainly a
question of the political judgment of the Security Council, which
may do what we consider to be the right policy or may not do the
right policy, but nobody should think that when members of the
United Nations sit on the Security Council they lose their sense of
national interest. They pursue it vigorously, and they would on any
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international council created to look into these kinds of situations.
That is a reality that is not going to change.

Mr. SMITH. Let me just make a point here, that the whole idea
of the safe havens and what should be done about the former Yugo-
slavia was not without another possibility, and that was lifting the
arms embargo. I was the prime sponsor of a bill that would have
lifted the arms embargo.

Then Prime Minister Silagic appeared twice before the Commis-
sion on Security and Cooperation in Europe and said, we don't
want your troops, French, British, American, we want the capa-
bility that every sovereign state ought to have, and that is to de-
fend itself.

It seems to me there was a double miscalculation. I know there
perhaps were good arguments that it would lead to further blood-
shed. But it seems to me when we had an aggressor-and I think
Dr. Durch, one point that you make is this inability to differentiate
between aggressor and victim. It seems to me we are looking at
Serbia, Milosevic, somehow as being just another player, perhaps
worse than others but still just another player on that scene, rath-
er than an offensive, obscene aggressor against first the Croats and
then the people of Bosnia.

I just mention that, and you might want to comment on that. Let
me just ask a question of Mr. Charny with regard to the rapid reac-
tion force.

It seems to me we learned the wrong lesson from Somalia. It was
not a matter of the deployment. I will never forget Les Aspin, then
Secretary of Defense, at a meeting in which both Democrats and
Republicans attended. He was trying to defend a statement that it
would just not fly on the Hill for us to beef up the local com-
manders' requests for additional materiel and troop strength be-
cause the situation was so volatile.

Then, because of the insufficiency of the force and an oppor-
tunity, the warlords took advantage of that and obviously killed
our men and dragged them through the street, leading to a policy
and humanitarian debacle. We learned the wrong lesson, I think,
from Somalia. If you are going to have troops there, have sufficient
numbers.

The rapid reaction force, I am not sure how that would differ.
The U.N. had, with General Dallaire, a force on the ground in
Rwanda. We have seen the memos that went to the Secretary and
the faxes that went to Secretary Kofi Annan, then head of the
peacekeeping processes, and it was ignored. There was a break-
down. Either he didn't think it was serious enough or had other
balls in the air, if you will, but there was a major, major mis-
calculation.

Why were there not other people in the Secretariat or in some
other area-and Dr. Durch, you might want to speak to this--who
saw that fact and said, hey, we have a problem here. That could
have been mitigated, maybe cut off at the root, before a killing field
unfolded. So there was a force there. I am not sure now a rapid
reaction force would differ.

Add to that, Mr. Bolton, your assertion that there should not be
independent intelligence-gathering capabilities. Perhaps all of you
might want to speak to why or why not that is a good or bad thing.
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Mr. CHARNY. That is a big question, because I am not here to de-
fend the U.N. as an institution. Therefore, I cannot address the
issue of why this cry for help was ignored.

We are interested in, I think, in the first instance having a rapid
reaction force under U.N. control precisely because of this issue of
the Security Council, and the reality that this force could only be
deployed with the support of the great powers within the Security
Council.

Some of us are thinking in the back of our minds that because
the U.N. has been so dysfunctional and so ineffective, you could ac-
tually push this even further and ask, should this somehow be an
independent entity? But that raises governance. That opens a
whole other Pandora's box about governance issues related to the
force.

The issue in Rwanda was that you had a commander on the
ground who had an inadequate force. He asked for reinforcements
and did not receive them. If a rapid reaction force were available
and 300 members of that force were deployed and another thou-
sand were needed, the whole point is they could be deployed imme-
diately if, if it was recognized-if that message gets through and
it was recognized that deployment was necessary under those cir-
cumstances.

We can look back-the U.N. has to accept responsibility, but we
also know that the Secretaiat cannot act basically in this system
without political will from "the international community." Other
great powers, the U.S., France, perhaps other countries in Europe,
knew that a genocide was imminent, but for whatever reason they
didn't push for a response under those conditions, partially because
they didn't then want to be called on to supply troops to such an
operation.

That is another advantage of an RRF, that it exists. No one's
troops are going to be put on the line. These are people who have
volunteered to be a part of this force, and therefore, that deals with
one of the political issues, which is we don't want to sacrifice our
boys in a useless conflict 5,000 miles away.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Durch?
Mr. DURCH. Thank you. I can't speak to the command and con-

trol failures with the two incidents. I was not there and was not
part of the U.N. Certainly there is plenty of blame to spread
around among members states as well as the United Nations.

Several developed countries had noncombatant evacuation oper-
ations with security forces to protect them in Kigali that probably,
if combined, could have provided the force necessary. It is also per-
haps not focusing on enough that the killing took a long time. It
spread out in a particular way. If at any time the sort of delays
that various member states were imposing on the Security Council
had not occurred, and instead of 800,000, maybe 400,000 or fewer
would have died; it was something that could have been stopped
at many steps along the way.

On the other hand, I would like to differ with Mr. Charny about
whether the particular kind of rapid deployment force that he is
talking about could have done any good in the Coma camps, or
could have made the Canadian proposal in 1996 work.



They were about to march into disaster with ordinary peace-
keeping rules of engagement against 50,000 heavily armed and rel-
atively fanatical individuals embedded in 1 million civilians.

The thing about the Rwandan genocide or any other comparable
tragedy, whether we are talking about Sierra Leone or someplace
else, if we go with John Bolton's philosophy, we would essentially
ignore future instances and let tragedy unfold, whereas I think
what some of the other speakers are trying to get at is to try to
figure out how to prevent and contain them; to figure out when
they are going to happen and to take rapid action upstream before
we have to deal with a holocaust.

That is kind of what we were grappling with with the Brahimi
report.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Charny.
Mr. Bolton.
Mr. BOLTON. Thank you. The central problem is that some day

somebody might rapidly deploy into a situation where there is no
peace to keep, or where the military situation is such that the force
itself could get bogged down. Then once those 10,000 are bogged
down, what happens then? There is not any question what happens
then: Everybody turns to the United States and says: "you get
them out."

The basic issue here is what the members of the Security Council
are willing to do ultimately, and whether they are willing to think
through all of the implications of force. I think it is just bully-boy
talk, and dangerous for that reason, to act as though a few thou-
sand people in some of these conflicts are really going to make a
difference.

In the case of Rwanda, I think the evidence is overwhelming that
the actions of a permanent member of the Security Council-that
is to say, France-actually contributed to this genocide by the pro-
tection offered to the Hutus, and in a variety of deployments that
France undertook.

France is a permanent member of the Security Council. Maybe
Mr. Charny wants to throw them off. Good luck. But the idea that
the Council is a group of platonic guardians that you can rely on
to do the right thing is misplaced in and of itself.

I don't want to add to the Committee's burdens, but I would
strongly urge you to read a pamphlet that has recently been pub-
lished by the U.S. Institute of Peace written by Amadou Ould
Abdullah, the former Foreign Minister of Mauritania and the Sec-
retary General's Special Representative in Burundi in 1993-1995,
which both lays out his experiences there during a time that Rwan-
da was collapsing into genocide, but Burundi was not.

Some of his observations, which are very powerful, I think, one
of which is pertinent here, is that it is not inevitably the case that
outside intervention makes things better. Outside intervention, and
particularly the interposition of military forces, can complicate
things and make things worse.

Mr. CHARNY. Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Bolton should respond
to the issue in the eastern Congo at the moment, where the Inter-
national Rescue Committee has documented with their 2-month
medical investigation, that in the last 2 years, 1.7 million Congo-
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lese have died basically because of humanitarian reasons caused by
the war.

Now, to simply ignore that, and try to work this issue through
Lusaka, through a peace process, is proving extremely difficult or
reasons that we are aware of. The parties are at serious odds with
each other, and the war continues.

At the same time, you have a humanitarian catastrophe unfold-
ing. The basic question is, are we just going to sit here and do
nothing, and allow 2,000 people a day to continue to die? It is very
easy to talk about political interests and the narrow interests of
the United States and other members of the Security Council. How-
ever, that just condemns many people to death that don't deserve
to die.

The other issue is the balance question. It is very easy to ignore
catastTphes in Africa that far exceed the magnitude catastrophes
in other parts of the world. Again, as a humanitarian organization,
for what it is worth, we can't accept that.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Charny, there are 5 minutes remaining.
Mr. Bolton, we will go to you, and then I will yield to Ms. McKin-

ney. There is a vote and there are 5 minutes remaining. We will
be in recess for 5 minutes or so. I want to say something in re-
sponse to that.

Mr. Bolton?
Mr. BOLTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. To answer

the question that was put before we broke about the situation in
eastern Congo, I think that is a classic case of a confused and very
uncertain military and political environment that leaves the out-
side world few, if any, realistic options at this point.

I think one of the reasons for that is that one of the principal
problems is in fact the government of the Congo, and the most effi-
cacious way to deal with that would be to change the government.
But I don't know of any potential contributor, United States or any-
body else, that is really willing to do that.

I think that goes to the core of the decision-making, not talking
about abstractions and theories, but talking about hard decision-
making, being able to contemplate at the beginning of an operation
the possible consequences and really being able to commit to it.
That is why the notion of a rapid reaction force is ultimately more
dangerous than it is naive, although it is certainly naive.

I believe that the events in the eastern Congo are a proof of that.
Mr. SMITH. Ms. McKinney.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have many ques-

tions. I will start off with the ones that I posed in my opening
statement.

Mr. Durch, I have read the Brahimi report. The one thing that
is not mentioned in there is the responsibility to the survivors of
the victims of United Nations failures. We have Mr. Nuhanovic
here, who has lost his entire family. What is the responsibility of
the United Nations to the survivors of its victims, and why was
that left out of the Brahimi report?

Mr. DURCH. Ms. McKinney, I have, obviously, the deepest sym-
pathy for Mr. Nuhanovic and his family and their loss, all of those
losses. I cannot answer you what the U.N.'s responsibility is.



What we tried to do with the report was to look forward and try
to gauge reforms, restructuring, decision-making, analytical ability,
cooperation among states, such that these things would not happen
again if the U.N. was called upon to deal with them. So we have
been trying to go forward from this point and look back to the re-
ports on Rwanda and Srebrenica that had been issued as the U.N.'s
statement on those tragedies.

But if you are looking at accountability, I would also look at
member states. I wouldlook at the states that voted for too few
forces to implement what was a rather slickly worded, and prob-
ably misguided, safe havens policy for Bosnia. I would look at
NATO countries that were unwilling to take forceful action against
Mr. Milosevic and his people under the Bush Administration when
conflict first broke out in 1991 and 1992.

The same goes for early action in Somalia after that country lost
its government in 1991, before people starved to death. There was
an opportunity to move early and strongly before the situation be-
came so difficult.

So you could ask the government of the Netherlands or Britain
or France that were in the chain of command in UNPROFOR. You
could ask the United States Government about the delays in de-
ploying forces in Rwanda. You could ask a lot of governments.

Mr. B olton is right, that to a very great degree, certainly up to
now, the U.N. and its ability to do peacekeeping is the sum of its
national parts. What we are suggesting is that there should be a
bit more than the sum of the parts; that it not be totally reactive,
even if Mr. Bolton is worried about that. Otherwise, when it is
given the go sign from the Security Council, from the member
states, it is flat-footed. It knows nothing, it has nothing on tap, it
has no people, no money, no goods, no doctrine.

So there should be some sort of advanced ability to think and
plan, to strategize, and to be ready when its members call. This is
critical to respond to any of these kinds of situations, whatever the
kind of situation you think it is that the U.N. should work with.

That kind of gets to our question on robustness and the use of
force. The report says that you really should be very careful in
picking your missions and picking your deployment areas. But
when we get to the use of force, we tried to deal with a very com-
plicated issue in what we hoped was a rather nuanced fashion, and

guess I resent Mr. Bolton's characterization of the report as intel-
lectually dishonest. We are not trying to pull a fast one, we are try-
ing to deal with complex issues that have arisen from real oper-
ations faced by real troops on the ground, and to work out practical
means of addressing them.

Our point was that if you think there is a risk of violent chal-
lenge when you are implementing a peace on behalf of the sur-
vivors of a civil war, if there is a challenge for whatever reason-
factions break off, new factions form that had nothing to do with
signing the peace accord, all sorts of possibilities-if you can't de-
fend yourself and cannot defend the peace accord there is really no
point in going out there. I think that is an intellectually honest
conclusion and really the only one you can draw if you intend at
all to grapple with these issues.

Ms .McKINNEY. Mr. Bolton, did you want to respond?
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Mr. BOLTON. Just a brief point with an example from a practical
situation where the involvement of the United Nations in a peace-
keeping capacity actually may have made things more difficult.

I am speaking again specifically of our experience in the Bush
Administration in 1992 in Bosnia, where the UNPROFOR, the
U.N. Protection Force, was deployed there, and where, during that
period in the late summer and early fall in particular, the Serbs
undertook very substantial activities a-,ainst the delivery of hu-
manitarian assistance, particularly in and around Sarajevo, but ba-
sically throughout Bosnia it was becoming more difficult to deliver
humanitarian assistance.

The reaction that many people had in the United States within
the Administration was to say that we ought to toughen up the re-
action of the UNPROFOR soldiers already on the ground, or resort
to outside military force if need be.

That possibility, which we urged publicly, was rejected by every
troop-contributing country that had troops on the ground in
UNPROFOR; that is to say, the British and French in particular,
but many others as well, on the ground. Attempting to have, in ef-
fect, both peacekeeping and peace enforcement activities in the
same place at the same time by the same organization was in fact,
one, destabilizing, and, two, risky to the peacekeepers.

I think in fact that subsequent developments there and else-
where showed that to be the case, that you can't have an on-off
switch in effect between eacekeeping and peacemaking. Once you
cross the line, once the United Nations or anybody else crosses the
line, as happened in Somalia, and becomes a military force in a
confused and ongoing military situation, it cannot pull back later
and say "we are neutral again."

That is an important lesson that I think the Brahimi report com-
pletely misses.

Ms. MCKINNEY. Mr. Nuhanovic.
Mr. NuHANovic. I would like to say something concerning this

role of peacekeeping and peacemaking or peace-imposing.
I was in the Hague tribunal speaking with the deputy pros-

ecutor, Mr. Graham Bluett. I asked him if there was a possibility
for the tribunal to consider indicting some individuals present in
the area that in my opinion, based on what I saw there, did assist
in the war crimes. There was also-the political adviser of Mr.
Bluett said that the troops in Srebrenica had a peacekeeping mis-
sion.

So I asked the man who made this remark I asked him, what
is the rifle in the hands of a peacekeeper used for? And he imme-
diately replied, self-defense. I knew he was going to say that. I
asked him, is it self-defense to come with a rifle in the hands and
chase my family out of the enclave? He said no, it is an offense.

So I think they crossed the line, not in the way they should have,
but in totally the wrong way.

Ms. McKINNEY. Mr. Durch, I find your response about shifting
the blame to member states, or accountability to member states, to
be totally unacceptable.

The fact of the matter is that the United Nations was calling the
shots. The United Nations ought to pay reparations for those that
it has damaged.



It is my understanding in 1961 that the United Nations did just
that with citizens of Belgium during the Belgian Congo conflict. So
now why is it that the United Nations will not pay reparations to
Mr. Nuanovic and the other members, the survivors of U.N.
debacles where the United Nations has admitted that it was wrong
and that it was complicit in these crimes? This was left out of the
Brahimi report?

Mr. DURCH. Ms. McKinney, as I said at the beginning of my tes-
timony, I am not speaking for the U.N. You will really have to ask
them that. The terms of reference for the report did not consider
reparations, they considered how we move forward and do oper-
ations more effectively if they are called upon to be done in the fu-
ture. Our job is to try to repair the damage that everyone acknoWl-
edged had accumulated, and to move ahead from this point. I'm
sorry, it was not in our terms of reference.

Ms. MCKINNEY. That is a fundamental problem if it was not in
your term of reference.

Mr. Chairman, I am concerned about the testimony of Mr.
Nuhanovic, who says that there are thousands of bodies that need
to be buried. Certainly there is something that we can do to assist
in that situation, but I would like to ask if the United Nations is
doing anything to assist in the proper burial of the victims of
Srebrenica.

Mr. Durch?
Mr. DURCH. Ms. McKinney, I will ask my colleagues up at the

U.N. and perhaps they can communicate with you.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Thank you. Who vill y#u be talking with, so I

can look out for that call?
Mr. DURCH. I will call Mr. Brahimi and ask him.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Thank you.
Additionally, Mr. Durch, could you tell me if United Nations

peacekeepers are ever allowed not to prevent genocide or crimes
against humanity?

Mr. DURCH. I am sorry, ma'am, I don't quite understand the
question.

Ms. MCKINNEY. Is the prevention of genocide or crimes against
humanity inherent in the mandate of any peacekeeping operation?

Mr. DURCH. In the past year the Security Council and the Secre-
tariat have issued reports on the protection of civilians in armed
conflict. I believe in the last-I can t give you the actual resolution
number, but roughly in March the Security Council listed that the
protection of civilians in armed conflict, where there are U.N.
forces deployed-it listed that as a general objective or desirable
objective, within the means of those forces, when U.N. forces are
deployed.What we wrote into the report was to take language from the

Rwanda report, actually, the Carlsson report from last December,
saying that when U.N. police forces or military forces, military
peacekeepers, are confronted with violence against civilians, they
should take action to stop it, regardless of what their mandate
says, because that is consistent with the principles of the United
Nations charter.
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Now, you can understand that when there are 10 peacekeepers,
let's say, and a thousand armed challengers, they are not going to
be able to do very much.

Ms. McKNN.Y. That is not the situation with respect to Mr.
Kavuraganda in Rwanda. He was one individual with his family,
and there were United Nations peacekeepers there. In fact, those
peacekeepers handed Mr. Kavuraganda over to his killers, so you
have in this instance United Nations peacekeepers who are
complicit in crimes against humanity.

What is the responsibility of the United Nations in this par-
ticular situation?

Mr. DURCH. Yes, ma'am. In that instance, that is an indefensible
action. There were many indefensible actions in the course of the
Rwandan genocide, and that is one of them.

Ms. McKINNEY. And the United Nations to date has done noth-
ing to assist the Kavuraganda family, yet in 1961 the precedent
has been set that reparations were paid to Belgian citizens who
were damaged by the U.N.

I just think that it is a veryoimportant tenet of whatever it is
that you are going to do or propose to the United Nations, that
damages be paid to people or redress to people who feel they have
been damaged by the U.N.

Otherwise, you leave people like that woman I talked about in
Missouri, who have no safety net at all, to commit suicide. You
have Mr. Nuhanovic searching around for land to try and find a
burial place for I don't know how many, is it 4,000 people, whose
bodies are stored in a refrigerator.

Mr. DURCH. Actually, I would talk to Mr. Mladic and Mr.
Karadzic about that. I would get some reparations from them first.

Ms. MCKINNEY. Actually, Mladic and Karadzic did the killing,
but it was the United Nations that turned in Nuhanovic's family
over to them for the killing. If those instances are not addressed,
as you are trying to establish-I have read your report and I think
you did a wonderful first step, but it certainly isn't enough.

Mr. DURCH. No, ma'am.
Ms. MCKINNEY. It is not enough to encourage me to support the

recommendations thus far.
I have many more questions, but I want to allow my colleague

an opportunity to ask some questions.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Delahunt.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Mr. Chairman, I presume we will have a second

round. This has been very informative and very enlightening.
Let me express my sympathies to Mr. Nuhanovic. To pick up on

the comment of Ms. McKinney, I would hope that maybe this Sub-
committee could draft an appropriate letter to inquire as to the
concerns that you expressed about the proper burial. Maybe that
is something we could do, Mr. Smith, Ms. McKinney, and myself,
in the form of a resolution which would hopefully prompt some sort
of a response.

Mr. Bolton you talked about sort of multilateralism and your
confusion with the term. I want you to know I have the same con-
fusion with the concept of the new world order that I think was
part-let me finish-maybe it was just an extension of the new
world order, multilateralism.



Dr. Durch, thank you for taking on a very unenviable effort. You
really deserve to be acknowledged and praised for the effort. I have
not had an opportunity to read the report, but I intend to. It is ex-
tremely challenging.

Maybe you could all help me here. I guess I would direct this
rather vague question to Mr. Charny and Dr. Durch.

As you see the problem, and I think it was you, Mr. Charny that
indicated that in your eyes, a specific problem was the lack oi abil-
ity to respond quickly. I guess I would say that if that ability was
present, in whatever form this rapid deployment force may or may
not take-and again, I direct this to both Dr. Durch and yourself-
if that ability was there with 5,000 or 10,000 military personnel
available, do you believe in any way, given your review of these sit-
uations-and I might add, it is clear that the problem is in the
area of humanitarian issues, because I have no doubt that the
states that could be directly implicated, if their economic interests
were at risk, they would find a way to respond. But I guess, who
really needs Rwanda? What do they have except just a bunch of
people? And of course, you know, they are black people, they are
not Europeans.

In any event, do you think that that ability, that capacity, might
serve as a deterrent, not particularly in Rwanda but in other cases
that you are familiar with?

Mr. CHARNY. I think the best recent example I believe is the case
of Sierra Leone. I believe had a rapid reaction force been available
with a unified command, adequate troops available on short notice,
and they had been deployed, I think that would have had on the
one hand potentially a confidence-building effect on the population,
and to some extent there is an intimidation factor.

If you look at the difference between the reaction of the parties
to the conflict to the U.N. deployment and the deployment of Brit-
ish troops, I think what we are looking for through the existence
of a rapid reaction force is more of the latter effect; in other words,
a capable unified force, force under a unified command-

Mr. DELAHUNT. Let me interrupt you. Maybe I am not being
clear enough. Maybe I am not understanding your response.

Clearly, I think it would be more effective in terms of on-the-
ground combat or its capability on the ground. I am talking about
its mere existence serving as a deterrence, if you will.

Have there been instances where, in your opinion, you believe
that merely the existence of this particular force may have made
a difference in the decision-making of those that were perpetrating
the kind of outrages that occurred.

Mr. CHARNY. I apologize. I misunderstood the question.
I have to say, the deterrent impact I think at least initially

would be minimal, because these conflicts are driven by local
forces, local factors, local injustices. I do find it hard to believe that
someone in Sierra Leone or in Angola would sit back and say,
whoa, there is a rapid reaction force now, and not be as aggressive
as he might have been otherwise. So I would have to say no, I don't
see an immediate deterrent impact.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Dr. Durch, do you agree with that statement?
Mr. DURCH. I would agree with that. As you know, or I should

have made clear, I am not a big fan of an independent sort of rapid



reaction force. I am a fan of states getting together and improving
their ability to respond when there is a need.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Has there ever been an effort in the United Na-
tions to have a centralized training function, and I can't quite ar-
ticulate it, but something less than an '.ndependent force where
training would occur on a rotating basis with commitments by
member nations so that the infrastructure itself, i.e., account-
ability, chain of command, communication, would be available?

Clearly there would be more delay, as opposed to an independent
force, but in your opinion, would that reduce the delay that Mr.
Charny expressed concern about in terms of terminating at the in-
cipient stage, ifyou will, these outrages?Mr. DURCH. Yes, sir, it would have a contribution. There are two
separate problems, though. One is stopping an ongoing tragedy,
which I think we try to make clear-and certainly I believe--is the
job of a coalition of willing national states who have banded to-
gether to do something. The United Nations is never going to be
in a position to be able to stop a war, but those coalitions often
want to hand off to someone, whether it is in Somalia or Haiti or
Sierra Leone or East Timor. They want to do the job of creating
initial order, and then hand off to someone to do the longer term
reconstruction task.

Mr. DELAHUNT. Usually it is the United Nations.
Mr. DURCH. Yes. If there were stronger regional organizations

outside of Europe, then certainly that would be a preferred option.
But even in Europe, even with Kosovo and Bosnia, we find a mix-
ture of the U.N. and Europe's organizations sharing responsibility
for trying toput the place back on its feet.

The second case, then, is either taking such a hand-off or imple-
menting a peace accord where you have a nominal peace but you
may have challenges built into it. Now, if you have-right now
there are national peacekeeping training centers in places like
Canada, Malaysia, and in the Nordic countries and in Austria, but
these are for traditional border monitoring kinds of missions, obser-
vation missions.

What the report is urging countries to do, either on a north-south
basis or a south-south basis, is to really enhance cooperation, to
promote interoperability, and to give the U.N. enough resources so
they can develop doctrine-just simple handbooks, things countries
can use to then have a common playbook. We do think that would
improve the ability to respond when the Council gets what we hope
are better-informed assessments of conflicts and accords, that they
would then be able to move a little faster.

The people we talk to who try to do this for a living say that any-
where between 2 to 3 months, if nothing has happened after an ac-
cord has been signed, then everyone begins to think nothing is
gng to happen and maybe we can get away with backing away

om it. The momentum of the peace is really lost.
So if it does take 6 months to deploy, that is bad. What we have

set are the first benchmarks ever set for the deployment of peace-
keeping operations. We would like to see a traditional operation
like the one between Ethiopia and Eritrea on the ground in 30
days, and we would like to see more complex ones in 90 days.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Delahunt.



Mr. DELAHUNT. One final question. Is it possible to expand your
terms of reference, your mandate, to review the issue of repara-
tions?

Mr. DURCH. I can certainly raise that point.
Mr. DELAHUNT. Part of that, I presume, would be the United

States, which has to pay its dues in a timely fashion.
Mr. DURCH. There is that.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Delahunt.
Let me ask Mr. Bolton, what is the current role of the U.N. mili-

tary staff Committee in overseeing U.N. peacekeeping operations,
and what should that role be? Anyone else who would like to speak
on that, Dr. Durch or Mr. Charny, may. What should the role be?

Mr. BOLTON. I'm sorry Mr. Delahunt had to leave. He did raise
a point that I wanted to respond to with regard to a comment that
President Bush made about the new world order.

I think the President has made it clear since he raised that that
what he had in mind was trying to describe the post-Communist
world; not to imply that in fact some new world order existed, but
that the Cold War structure had broken down.

The response to your question is that, fundamentally, the Mili-
tary Staff Committee has, and has had, almost no role. During the
Persian Gulf crisis we did use it I think effectively to provide lim-
ited military briefings to other members of the Council and other
members of the United Nations, but that was really a one-time
pro osition.

y argument is that if there is to be a substantial enhancement
of any kind of military capability, that the role of the Military Staff
Committee envisioned, as it was, flowing from the authority of the
five permanent members, has to be implemented, and that the
Brahimi report or other recommendations that would lodge any
kind of substantial military authority beyond traditional peace-
keeping in the Secretariat is a derogation of the authority of the
membership of the U.N. in general, and specifically of the five per-
manent members. It would be contrary to the intent of the drafters
of the Charter, and would be adverse to the interests of the United
States.

Mr. SMITH. Dr. Durch?
Mr. DURCH. As far as I know, the Military Staff Committee is not

utilized for anything substantive at this time. There are options
under the charter for the Security Council to establish subsidiary
advisory groups if it wishes to.

The problem with the Military Staff Committee, I guess, is that
it is an original item of the charter that was really designed to pre-
vent and, if necessary, provide strategic direction to fight World
War III if the Nazis ever came back, or something of that nature.

In the 1940's, the system got so far as to make some plans for
joint military operations. This thing would kind of replicate the
combined Joint Chiefs. Since then, I guess more by tradition than
explicit authority in the charter, the notion of peacekeeping has
arisen that is managed within the Secretariat as kind of a working
political substitute.

Mr. SMITH. In the Brahimi report the statement is made "the
Secretariat must tell the Security Council what it needs to know,
not what it wants it hear, when recommending force and other re-
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source levels for a new mission. It must set those levels according
to realistic scenarios that take into account likely challenges to im-
plementation. Security Council mandates in turn should reflect the
clarity that peacekeeping operations require for unity of effort
when they deploy into potentially dangerous situations."

Did your panel find that that was not the case, that there was
a lack of candor or realistic assumptions as to what would be need-
ed?

Mr. DURCH. I think repeatedly what the system has tended to do
is self-censor, partly in response to private communications from
member states that say, look, we cannot go there, you cannot go
here, you cannot go somewhere else with the analysis.

We think that it is important that the Secretariat have the capa-
bility and the will, have the capability to give the Secretary Gen-
eral the will to really do serious threat assessments, serious assess-
ments of the problem on the ground, so that the Security Council
has no excuse but to say that it has been very well informed of
what it might be getting peacekeepers into before they go ahead.
I think that is actually vital.

Mr. SMITH. Before Mr. Bolton answers, were there any
peacekeeping in the past, like Srebrenica, like the debacle in the

alkans, that were used to look back and say, this is where we
were, with a snapshot in time, this is what the recommendations
were, that is where the assumptions were flowing?

Mr. DuRcH. Certainly we were aware of and paying close atten-
tion to the Rwanda and Srebrenica report, but also watching the
situation unfold in Sierra Leone as kind of the last and latest ex-
ample of the old system in operation whereby forces are sort of
trickled in.

But one should also emphasize here that the other thing about
Sierra Leone, the Sierra Leone operation, was that the U.N. had
nothing to do with negotiating that accord, as it had nothing to do
with negotiating the terms of reference for the Kosovo deployment.

So that is kind of the other side of the coin, that really, people
that know about the capabilities and the limitations of the tool
should be actively involved in the run-up to the settlement that
asks for U.N. implementation assistance, and that therefore the Se-
curity Council should be made specifically aware of what the limi-
tations are.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Bolton?
Mr. BOLTON. I think the record of the Secretariat is mixed in this

regard. There have been unquestionably cases where the Secre-
tariat and sometimes even the Secretary General himself said,
"this is not going to work. I don't have the resources to do this, and
I don't think it is doable, anyway."

The result-and I am just thinking specifically about the case of
the weapons internment program around Sarajevo and the weap-
ons exclusion zone, where Secretary General Boutros-Ghali on sev-
eral occasions said he did not think UNPROFOR as constituted
was capable of undertaking the tasks that the Security Council
gave it. The Security Council members went ahead and gave it the
tasks anyway.

In that sense, there is no doubt-and I think it is a mistake not
to assign blame to the member governments, because it is fre-



quently their unrealistic expectations, and indeed, to a certain ex-
tent, their own domestic political constraints or pressures that in-
duced them to give the United Nations responsibilities which it
cannot handle or for which the member states are not willing to
give it resources, but which look good domestically.

I can say on any number of occasions I have seen that discussion
in the State Department where people say, why can we not just
give this to the United Nations, as if there really is a "there" there.
There is not a "there" there. The "there" is the countries, and un-
less the countries that are members of the Security Council make
the conscious decision to implement what they are saying, it should
be no surprise that the U.N. deployment fails.

Mr. SMITH. Let me ask a question with regard to the rapid de-
ployment force idea. No one ever knows the exact numbers, 15,000,
or who knows if it is going to be a 30,000 over time contingent-
but it seems to create questions about the analysis that would be
needed to support the informational and analytical needs of the
Secretary General and the members, when you have such a force
ready to be deployed. Earlier, Secretary Bolton admonished us that
there should be no intelligence-gathering capability.

How do you configure such a force that does everything except
what is also a very important component of any force, and that is,
eyes and ears, intelligence gathering? How is that perceived going
forward? Will there be the equivalent of the CIA in the future so
those troops could operate, if they are configured, in a way that
achieves the mandate and saves lives?

Mr. DURCH. Mr. Smith, we are not advocating in the report a
CIA for the U.N. There is so much open source information that
is generated within the system and by U.N. NGOs in the field and
by the U.N.'s own people that is simply not brought together and
analyzed for purposes of looking ahead and anticipating problems
that I think you could do quite well with open source information
and selective requests for classified data as needed.

We were not in position to advise those who would form the
military units, the effective military units to go into the field, how
thea should do their intelligence, but we did make a note that the
U.N. should get over its aversion to allowing or encouraging field
units to have good intelligence capabilities.

Those are going to have to come from the states themselves de-
ployed with the units. They should work together beforehand so
they can act effectively in the field.

But obviously, you need to know what you are getting into. You
need to know how it is changing when you are there. If you don't,
you can get into trouble, and that has happened. So we encourage
that, but we encoura, , cin open source capability within the U.N.,
and cooperation on th) part of states for field deployments.

Mr. SMITH. Let me just ask-I think the word you used, Mr.
Bolton, was "platonic." We shouldn't necessarily assume that the
best interests of mankind are pursued by the U.N. Security Coun-
cil. I saw that when I was arguing in the eighties, along with the
Administration, for corridors of tranquility for Ethiopia during one
of the major famines, and I was flabbergasted by the insensitivity
of some members of the Security Council and others, including the
ambassador, from Ethiopia to the U.N., about that situation. It was
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indifference that I was not prepared for. It certainly was a wake-
up call for me.

When it comes to any future operation either by rapid deploy-
ment forces or in the current mode, perhaps enhanced and made
better, where will the final decision be made? Will it still be the
Security Council, or will that decision-making migrate somehow
into the executive branch, for want of a better word, the Secretary-
General?

There certainly are precedents once you go down that road. We
have a War Powers Act here in the United States, and it is not
worth the paper it is written on, because time and again an execu-
tive will deploy, and it is a matter of what do you do once the de-
ployment has happened, because obviously now men and women
are in harm's way. Maybe it is even a good deployment.

The point is, Dr. Durch, did the Panel suggest that the Security
Council retain the absolute power to make that decision? You do
talk about doing advance work in anticipation of the Security
Council resolution. Does that also mean that there might be an ad-
vance deployment?

Mr. DURCH. Advance preparation, yes, in anticipation of a Secu-
rity Council decision, but all decision-making on moving that force,
deploying it, remains strictly with the Security Council.

Mr. BOLTON. I think, Mr. Chairman, the question really goes to
the core of the U.N.'s capability for large and complex missions. I
think that the inherent political difficulties in the Security Council
and the manifest weaknesses of the Secretariat over the years-
and I think these would apply whether the Brahimi report's rec-
ommendations were implemented o? not. It cautions against U.N.
involvement in massive, complex operations.

Again, I don't really think this is a question of capabilities, as
Mr. Delahunt was asking before. In Sierra Leone, the Washington
Post reported recently about the dispute at the top of the command
of the U.N. forces in Sierra Leone between the Indian commander
and two of his senior subordinates, who were Nigerians.

I am not taking sides in that dispute, but I think what is clear
is that the Nigerian officers were representing what they believed
to be the larger interests of Nigeria in West Africa. I understand
why they are doing that. There are forces in-political and military
forces in West Africa, some of which support that role and some do
not.

But I don't think better training would have made the Nigerian
officers less willing to advance Nigerian interests, or the Nigerian
government less assertive in trying to use the U.N. peacekeeping
force there and elsewhere to advance them. Those are issues of pol-
itics and national policy, they are not issues of capability.

Mr. SMITH. Let me ask Mr. Charny, in your testimony you obvi-
ously spoke about the rapid deployment force. What happens in sit-
uations like Chechnya or any other matter of "internal affairs," so-
called, that is trotted out by the offending country?

In that case, there were 80,000 people illed in the Chechen war,
and untold thousands in this second war. How do you see such a
force working in a context like that? Or is that something that re-
mains a problem?
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Mr. CHARNY. In my mind, it simply remains a problem. There is
no obvious solution to an issue like that. We have already-I am
not as naive, perhaps, as Mr. Bolton would suggest. I know that
the idea of any standing force for the United Nations right now is
politically a rather tough sell, both in the United States and in-
deed, in many other countries.

So I think the only way you ever get anywhere near such a con-
cept is to maintain Security Council oversight and authorization of
such a force. Therefore, by definition, that means if there is an in-
ternal conflict in Russia or, as there may well be in the next dec-
ade, serious internal conflicts in China, you are not going to see a
rapid reaction force, even if it existed, zipping off to the far west
of China to deal with ethnic tensions there, or possibly serious
human rights violations, or whatever. It simply isn't going to hap-
pen. I recognize that.

Nonetheless, we have to also recognize that as an issue, because
what it means is that if you have deployments, you do tend to have
these deployments in failed states, weak states, states which sim-
ply do not carry much political weight. Again, I think that is a re-
ality that would have to be accepted or worked around in the polit-
ical forum.

Mr. SMITH. Just two final questions.
Dr. Durch, in the report, you say that the total cost of the DKPO

and related support offices for peacekeeping does not exceed $50
million per annum, or roughly 2 percent of the total peacekeeping
costs. Your panel recommends that that be substantially beefed up.

Could you elaborate on that? How much do you think is needed
to get the job done adequately?

Mr. DURCH. As we- speak, the Deputy Secretary General of the
U.N. is heading up a working group that is trying to come up with
an implementation plan based on the recommendations in the re-
ort. When that plan is drafted, they will carefully cost that out.
o I don't have numbers that I coulu give you.
Even if one were to, in hypothetical terms, double the number of

folks trying to give support to peacekeeping at headquarters, you
would be talking about maybe another 50 million at best, and the
U.S. share $12 million a year.

We think that probably great strides can be made, in other
words, in improving the planning, the backstopping, the recruiting,
all of these things to get ready to go into the field, for a relatively
modest amount of money.

Mr. SMITH. Do you know when those specs are going to be devel-
oped?

Mr. DURCH. I am sure they are aiming to give them to the Gen-
eral Assembly in this session, so sometime later this fall.

Mr. SMITH. The report focuses on expanding the role of the inter-
national civilian police. Obviously, once the peacekeepers leave, or
as they are transiting, out a good police force is needed to keep the
order.

Could you expand on the recommendations that have been made
by the Panel with regard to those areas?

Mr. DURCH. Yes. We don't view the U.N. international civil police
as the replacement for the peacekeepers and until now only in two
places have U.N. cops had executive authority, law enforcement re-



sponsibility. That is East Timor and Kosovo. Elsewhere they are
monitors of the local police behavior.

We think you really need to do more, that you really need to try
and configure the mandate such that you can retrain the local po-
lice and judiciary according to modem principles of democratic po-
licing; in other words, to make them-help them contribute to the
security situation and to the development of a society-rather than
go. back to being politicized thugs--as one component of peace-
building.

What we hope is that when a mission departs, the peace-building
components-the unarmed components of the mission, the electoral
people, people who work with civil society, the folks who try and
jump-start some reconstruction and generate voluntary long-term
funds to kind of segue into development-will leave behind a stable
situation so everybody can exit and leave behind something better
than they found when they got there.

Mr. SMITH. I recently sent staff to the Kosovo training center to
try to ascertain how well or poorly that was working. Do you have
any feedback as to the efficacy of the training that is going on in
Kosovo?

Mr. DURCH. For the police?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, for the police.
Mr. DURCH. Not immediate feedback. The basic problem is that

there is not sufficient capacity within the system to implement
more than a basic screening program in advance of deployment.
There are nine personnel in the civil police unit at U.N. head-
quarters. They have the responsibility of vetting all of the 8,000
people who deploy. They are trying to vet them before they come
up to missions to make sure they have minimally competent peo-
ple. They are also supposed to be doing doctrine and drafting budg-
ets and writing strategy. You simply cannot do all that with ninepeople.We think that with the increases for those folks that we rec-

ommend, they will be able to do a little bit better.
The lack of experience with executive policing is another prob-

lem, and at the moment you get police from very different tradi-
tions brought together, with very different sets of procedures that
they are used to operating under, and different law codes, maybe
from 40 or 50 different countries to make up a force of that size.

We hope that the kind of regional training that we are recom-
mending, as well as the small core of 100 folks that could go out
early to provide that training and be ready to go in advance, could
remedy these kinds of problems that we face right now.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
Ms. McKinney.
Ms. McKINNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Durch, I understand that after I had left the room, you made

a commitment to go back to those who wrote your terms of ref-
erence to ask that they include reparations in your terms of ref-
erence. Is that the commitment that you made?

Mr. DURCH. I said that I would certainly get back to the folks
at the U.N. about the question of reparations. I can't commit them
to doing something, as you understand.



Ms. McKINNEY. I understand you can't commit them, but you
can commit yourself. So is it my understanding that you are mak-
ing a commitment to go back to them and raise the issue of repara-
tions with them to be included in your terms of reference.

Mr. DURCH. I will certainly raise the issue. The Panel's work is
finished. This issue would have to be addressed by some sort of a
follow-on effort.

Ms. MCKINNEY. Okay. Many of our panelists have talked about
getting the politics out of politics. I don't know if that is possible.

The Brahimi report talks about making sure that the informa-
tion stream from the Secretariat to the Security Council is a con-
tinuous flow of information, but I would say that that is politics,
In the Rwanda report on the now infamous cable sent from General
Dallaire up to New York, a decision was made by DPKO Chief Kofi
Annan to not transmit the contents of that cable to the Secretary
General, Boutros-Ghali, or to the Security Council.

In fact, the Rwanda report says, "Annan's and Risa's instructions
to UNIMR and the caution which dominates those instructions
show that they did realize that the cable contained very significant
information. However, they did not brief the Secretary General
about it, and the Security Council, which a week before had condi-
tioned its continued support for UNIMR on progress in the peace
process, was not informed."

The decision to not inform the Secretary General and the Secu-
rity Council was a decision that was made by the Assistant Sec-
retary General, or whatever the appropriate title is, by Kofi Annan,
who was in charge of DPKO. That was politics. That was a political
decision that was made to withhold critical information and vital
information that could have saved hundreds of thousands of lives.
That decision was made by that one man, perhaps in collusion with
others, because I cannot believe that a decision of that importance
would be made with just one person.

Is there anything in your recommendations that can keep politics
out of political decisions?

Mr. D iUciH. I don't think there is any way you can keep politics
out of political decisions. The U.N. is a very political organization,
as are governments, democracies in particular. But what we hope
can come of implementing the recommendations in the Brahimi re-
port is better informed aecision-making, better capacity for anal-
ysis, less chance for things to fall through the cracks.

Ms. MCKJNNEY. This January 11 cable didn't fall through the
cracks. I need to correct myself, the Chairman reminds me that I
misspoke. I wanted to make sure that I am perfectly clear, that we
want to take the politics out of peacekeeping decisions.

This was a peacekeeping decision about what was going on in
Rwanda at the time. The current Secretary General, who was then
chief of DPKO, chose not to turn over vital information to the Sec-
retary General or to the Security Council.

So I rephrase my question: How is it possible to keep politics out
of peacekeeping decisions?

Mr. CHARNY. Maybe I can jump in and try and address this. I
think--I am certain that probably the one thing that the four of us
would agree on is that it is impossible to take politics out of this
process. It is by definition a political process.



Refugees International wants to see more humanitarian values,
if you will, humanitarian criteria inserted into that political proc-
ess. But a political process is inevitable, and no reform that any of
us is suggesting is goinq to create a perfect system. There are al-
ways going to be individuals who make major errors that have
major humanitarian consequences.

We don't live in a perfect world. There would be no way to design
a system, neither in the U.N. nor, quite frankly, in the U.S. Gov-
ernment, that-would prevent incorrect decisions from being made.
Hindsight is 20/20. It is very easy to look back on any particular
circumstance and say, if X had only done this, then things would
have been different.

I think-again, it is not my role on the Panel to defend the U.N.,
nor, I believe, is it Dr. Durch's. There is some attempt to have bet-
ter accountability. This rash of reports that you are seeing is an
attempt to-in the most transparent way that the U.N. is capable
of to own up to some of the errors that have been made. But to
take politics out of peacekeeping is impossible.

Ms. MCKINNEY. f would suggest that accountability, yes, and the
rash of reports that has been written, and the fou: apologies that
were given in 6 weeks, they are a step in the right direction, but
it is not nearly enough.

I am driving right now my car on Firestone tires, and I am afraid
that I might be the next victim of Firestone. Those people who
made the decisions in all of the various offices to ignore the infor-
mation that was coming through their offices about the problems
of Firestone tires, particularly on Ford Explorer cars, are pretty
much-I would say that the United Nations is about in that same
league right now.

But there is one big difference. That is, people, individuals who
have been harmed, are holding Firestone accountable. If the United
Nations sets itself up as accountable to no one and above every as-
pect of the law, then there is no possibility of reparations, of that
accountability meaning something.

So that is why this is critical. We can have an intellectual con-
versation about how we are going to take the politics out of peace-
keeping decisions but until the people who made those decisions
that failed are held accountable and made to pay, just in the same
way as Firestone and Ford are going to have to pay, then I would
say that we don't have real accountability.

That leads me to my next question, which is about the rec-
ommendation for one-stop shopping for military and police officers.

I am concerned about the impact that this one-stop shopping will
have on m ability to exercise scrutiny over what my government
and its subcontractors do.

For instance, I can see in this recommendation or this set of rec-
ommendations the ability for private military companies that were
formerly known to be mercenary companies, but now they have got-
ten a fancier name, to become the subcontractors of the U.N., and
the U.N. then fight wars and do other things that I would have no
ability to understand or ferret out or understand the decision-mak-
ingprocess that resulted in a particular deployment.

Could you talk to me about transparency and decision-making
and accountability in the process, so, one, we don't have soldiers



going to places like Cambodia infecting people with AIDS, to make
sure that the soldiers--it is alleged that in Sierra Leone the Nige-
rian soldiers are mining as many diamonds as the RUF; so we
don't have headlines like this, "Split in U.N. Sierra Leone Mission."
Could you just sort of talk to me about accountability and trans-
parency in the decision-making process so these things that are
going wrong right today won't happen, and that I can have con-
fidence in the decisions that are made by the U.N., the DPKO and
the Security Council?

Mr. DURCH. Okay. I think with the one-stop shopping, you are
referring to the 100 military observers that are on call for mission
setup?

Ms. MCKINNEY. For instance, you recommend that each country
have a central person or office that handles the military and that
handles the policing.

Well, it is my understanding that-for instance, we have the
Haliburton Company, which has as its subsidiary Brown & Root;
we have MPRI. hey are these private military subcontractor orga-
nizations that are doing-right now that are doing the work, sub-
contracted by DOD and by the Department of State, and they are
in charge of whatever it is that the U.N. needs in terms of pro-
viding police in Kosovo or helping to set up military bases in the
Great Lakes, whatever it is,

My question is, it appears to me that your recommendation en-
courages that kind of centralization and that kind of mercenary op-
eration over which I as a Member of Congress would have no over-
sight. That bothers me. That concerns me.

Mr. DuRcH. Okay. I think what you are referring to is the use
by governments like the United States of subcontracting places like
Dyn Corp for recruiting police, et cetera.

Ms. MCKINNEY. Absolutely. That is exactly what I am talking
about.

Mr. DURCH. That is a chain that flows up through governments
and then to the U.N. It is not something that the United Nationsis governing directl.is. MC INdNEY. 4o the United Nations will not then be subcon-

tracting, say, for instance, to DyneCorp or to MPRI directly?
Mr. DURCH. Well, it is a question of whether you are talking

about fighting forces or you are talking about logistical support.
Ms. MCKINNEY. I am talking about all of it.
Mr. DURCH. Let's talk for the moment about logistical support in

terms of what the U.N. does. It does nave long-term what they call
systems contracts with the civilian logistical elements of places like
Dyn Corp or places like Brown & Root, who can provide efficient
food contracts or longer-range lift or those kinds of logistical sup-
port with civilian folks, civilian contractors. In the military, you
would have military support units doing it. It is less expensive to
do it with civilian contractors, especially in some of the less dan-
gerous areas that the U.N. operates.

So there are those contracts. They allow the U.N. to respond fast-
er than having to go out for bids for 60- or 90-day-tenders to get
basic supplies and transport and equipment for their operations.

So they have, for example, a standing contract at tho moment
with Toyota to provide 4-Runners or Land Cruisers on relatively
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short notice for operations in sort of the hundreds and thousands
of units. Even so, it takes maybe 18 weeks for those to be deliv-
ered. So it is an effort at efficiency from the U.N.'s perspective.

In terms of the training of troops or the training of police folks,
that is, and using the private sector to do that, that is a matter
for governments themselves. I don't think the U.N. does that di-
rectly.

Ms. MCKINNEY. Is that something that you could pose to your
people? I would like to know if the United Nations is subcon-
tracting or is contracting to Dyn Corp and MPRI directly now.

Mr. DURCH. All right.
[The information referred to is available in the appendix.]
Ms. MCKINNEY. Mr. Chairman, I think I have concluded.
Mr. SMITH. That pretty much concludes the hearing.
I just want to note for the record that we did have an extensive

hearing back in May, on May 5 of 1998, in our Subcommittee. We
assembled a very powerful panel of people, including from the
United Nations and the Belgian parliament, to focus on the Rwan-
dan killing.

We paid special attention to the New Yorker expose that had
been done on the so-called "genocide fax." Maybe I will ask one
final question of Dr. Durch, because we tried and failed to some ex-
tent to get very specific information with regard to who knew what
and when, the whole line of authority.

Obviously, when any panel looks at something, they try to recon-
struct where the failures were in order to learn from them, and
perhaps-although I don't think it is going to ha ppen here-to hold
to account those who dropped the ball which led to massive
slaughter.

The information we had was overwhelming. Refugees Inter-
national testified at that hearing, as did many, many others. What
about the genocide fax? Will that never again happen under the
recommendations that are being suggested by your panel, so that
there is more than just one set of eyes, so that a merely political
perspective does not prevail?

When General Dellaire, your eyes and ears on the ground in
Rwanda, says that something is imminent, as was pointed out by
Holly Burkhalter, who had testified that day as well, you listen.
Our own embassy had clear and compelling reporting about this.
Killings like this do not happen usually without a large number of
people at least being suspicious, if not having some timely informa-
tion that could prevent or mitigate it from happening. Yet, have we
really learned from it?

Dr. Durch, I wonder if you might want to take a stab at that,
and Srebrenica. Look at these profound, preventable mistakes that
were made. We are all human, we are all prone to error. But it
seems to me that to ignore that kind of information, and then to
be-in Kofi Annan's case-kicked upstairs rather than held to ac-
count, something is wrong. If you could respond to that.

Mr. DURCH. Yes, sir, I would hope that the kinds of structural
changes that we recommend would prevent that sort of thing from
happening again.There was a combination of the information-the analysis at the
Secretariat that we hope to have to look forward, and what we call
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integrated mission task forces to plan and implement operations,
where you would actually co-locate people from many departments
of the U.N., the refugee people, the military, the police folks, the
logistics people, and sharing information that comes in from all
their different feeds.

So if you had three different groups with three different views
on the ground of danger arising, that would go straight to that
group and everyone would know what was going on.

I think it would be much more difficult to drop the ball in that
case.

Mr. SMITH. Unless any of our panelists have anything further, let
me just thank our very expert witnesses for their information. It
does help this Subcommittee. We do have prime jurisdiction, as you
know, over the United Nations and the State Department. Obvi-
ously, peacekeeping comes under that. This helps us to do our job
better.

Please stay in contact with us as we go forward, because we do
want to be very much a part of the process to reform and hopefully
to improve the efficacy and responsiveness of peacekeeping.

Thank you very much. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:08 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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Statement of Rep. Christopher H. Smith
Chairman, Subcommittee on International

Operations and Human Rights
September 20, 2000

Hearing on "United Nations Peacekeeping"

Today's hearing is about United Nations peacekeeping forces - a review of some of
their past successes and failures, and some suggestions about what shape they should take in
the future. At the moment there are 14 separate U.N. peacekeeping missions around the
world. Some have been in existence for less than a year, others for as long as 52 years. UN.
peacekeepers are fighting and dying in East Timor, and struggling to protect a cease fire in
Sierra Leone where violence against civilians continues, where hundreds of peacekeepers have
been held hostage by rebel groups, and where open dissent has erupted between various
commanders of the peacekeeping force. Peacekeepers will also be embarking soon on a
mission to protect the international observers being sent to monitor the cease-fire between
Ethiopia and Eritrea.

Even as the use of UN peacekeepers is expanding, the UN and the United States have
not fully come to terms with the peacekeeping failures of the mid-1990s. As this
Subcommittee has examined in previous hearings, the worst of those filures (from a
humanitarian perspective) occurred in Rwanda and at Srebrenica in Bosnia.

In April of 1994, Hutu extremists in Rwanda began the systematic massacre of that
country's minority Tutsi population, as well a.i of many thousands of moderate Hutus who
refused to participate in the bloodshed. For the next three months, mothers and their babies
were hacked to death with machetes. Families seeking refuge in churches were butchered
inside. Streets littered with corpses literally ran with blood. By the time the killing ended,
somewhere between 500,000 and 1,000,000 people had been murdered.

Although it already had peacekeepers on the ground, the United Nations failed to take
preemptive action to prevent these mass murders, and the U.N. refused to take effective action
even after the killing had begun. After Interahamwe militiamen killed 10 Belgian
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e s, the UN focused on avoiding risk to UN ac e s rather than on stopping
the genocide. Notwithstanding pleas for increased assistance and a broader mate by
General Dal-tire, the UN Security Council instead voted to withdraw most of the
peacekeepers from that country. Many informed observers - including Gen. Dallaire himself
- believe that a modest, strategically placed international force could have put a stop to the
kill.

A similarly shameful episode occurred the following year in Srebrenica. During four
terrible days in July 1995, an estimated 8,000 people were executed by Bosnian Serb soldiers
who had overrun that United Nations designated safe area. The victims were unarmed men -
and in some cases women and children - who had been repeatedly assured that they would
not be harmed if they surrendered. In some cases, these assurances came not only from the
killers, but also from the UN peacekeeping forces whose mission was to protect the victims.

But when the moment of truth came, the UN forces offered only token resistance to
the Serb offensive. Their military and political commanders had redefined their primary
mission not as the protection of the people of Srebrenica, but as the self-preservation of the
UN forces. The peacekeepers became little more than observers to genocide.

Sadly, they also became something other than observers. On July 13, 1995, a Dutch
blue-helnet battalion handed over to the Serb invaders 300 Bosnian Muslims who had sought
safety within the UN compound. They watched as the men were separated from the women
and children - a process already well known as a sign that the men were in imminent danger
of death. These men were never heard from again.

It is my earnest hope that these examples will never be surpassed as the darkest days it
the history of UN peacekeeping. The mistakes of Rwanda and Srebrenica must not be
repeated.

Today there is general agreement that there have been - and still are - serious
problems with United Nations peacekeeping. But the more difficult, unresolved questions
are: What exacdy are those problems, and how should thcy be fixed?

One set of Answers was proposed last month by the Pantel on United Nations Peace
Operations convened by Secretary General Annan. The Panel's report, also known as the
"Brahimi Report," identifies "serious probletufsj in strategic direction, decision-making, rapid

deployment, operational planning and support, and the use of modern information
technology.' It also admits moral failures, such as the UN's past *reluctance to distinguish
victim from aggressor," as occurred in Rwanda and Srebrenica. In response, the Panel
proposes a "renewed commitment [to UN peacekeeping] on the part of Member States,

'After the Panel Chairmen. Lakhdar lrahimi of Algeria
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significant institutional change, and increased financial support " It emphasizes the need for
stronger ties between 'peacekeepers" and "peacebuilders' from civil society in the areas where
UN forces are deployed. It calls for robust rules of engagement and for "bigger forces, better
equipped and more costly but able to be a credible deterrent." It highlights the need to
streamline the logisics of deployment. It also emphasizes the importance of clear, achievable
mandates. But the bottom line solution proposed by the Brahimi report seems to be 'more"
- more resources, more power, and more autonomy for UN peacekeeping efforts.

Other advocates urge changes beyond those cnvisioncd in the Brahimi report,
including the creation of a standing UN rapid reaction peacekeeping force. They assert that
prompt, forceful action would help to deter the worst humanitarian costs of many crises.
They point to the fact that past UN deployments have been too little, too late, and that past
multinational forces have lacked cohesion, efficient coordination, and a unified chain of
command. They ague that a standing UN force is the bes way to correct those deficiencies.
However, because of the serious problems of sovereignty and accountability posed by such a
free-standing military entity, both the current Administration and many members of
Congress have opposed the rapid deployment force concept.

Still other experts question whether UN forces are competent - either legally or
militarily - to enforce the unstable peace that exists in the regions where many peacekeepers
are deployed. They warn that by injecting international peacekeeping forces into
circumstances where there is no preexisting peace, we are entangling ourselves in an expensive,
dangerous, and potentially endless morass. Furthermore, they note that the robust military
engagement contemplated by the Brahimi report and the standing force concept are less like
peacekeeping than like making war - a prerogative properly exercised by sovereign states, not
by the UN.

I am hippy to note that we have before us today capable experts representing each of
these viewpoints, as well as one witness who speaks from personal experience of the tragedies
that result from peacekeeping failures. I hope that our witnesses will propose answers to a
number of important questions: How should UN peacekeeping be reformed and improved?
What is the proper competence of a UN peacekeeping force (both legally and operationally)?
What role should the United States and the UN Security Council play in initiating, directing,
and supporting UN peacekeeping activities? And, finally, how should we balance our proper
concerns about United States sovereignty and strategic interests with our moral obligation to
act when innocent peoples are threatened with unspeakable evil and extermination?

I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses.
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Mr. Chairman and Mamnbn of the Subcom u, I would Uk to thank you very
much for the Invitation to appear before you today to discuss the critically important
subject of United Nations peacekeepln8 opmeatlon, including current American policy on
approving such missions; the relative likelihood of sucess or failure in several ongoing
or proposed e opeatos; and the policy direction in which the UN
Secretariat and the preswt Administration are moving. I have a prepared stacammt,
which I will sumrizeu d ask that it be sem4 in the record. I would, of course, be
pleased to answer any questions that you or other Members of the Subcommittee might
hive.

There is little doubt that, afte an explosive growth in iN peacekeeping "
operations in the early and mid-1990s, followed by a decline in 8ew activities, we are
again in a period of massive Increases. We face potentially enormous and seemingly
limitless commitments in both military and civilian deployments in East Timor, Kosovo,
SierTa Leone, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and between Ethiopia and lkltrea.
Many of these operations, like several of their predecessors earlier in the Clinton
Administration, are very emphatically not "peacekeeping" as that term has
conventionally been understood, Therein lies much, but certainly not all, of the problem
that Congress now confronts, in both policy and budget terms.

In this testimony, I wotld like to review briefly the course of the Clinton
Administraton's policy development concerning UN peacekeeping and the recent
"experts' report" to the UN Secretary General, which was largely endorsed both by the
Security Council and by Ue final declaration of the Millennium Summit earlier this
month in New York. ' I believe that It has been consistent Administration policy, from its
first day, to expand the size, scope, and mission of UN peacekeeping activities; that it
has not been entirely candid with Congress In so doing; and that Its support for such
policies is at the heart of the Secretary General's expansive peacekeeping agenda, and the
actions of the Millenniumn Summit. I also provide a brief case study of a pending
peacekeping operation (in the Bthiopian-Fritrean conflict) to show how the policy
predilections of the Administration and the UN Secretariat are currently being
implemented in the field.

I.-M CLIT AMItRATIONS PFAC EEPJNG PQLICY

From its very first days, the Clinton Administration advocated a policy of
"assertive multilateralism," In coatmst to the policies of it6 predecessors, which were
thought to rely insufficiently on the United Nations and other international organiatons
for the conduct of American foreign policy. The Clinton Administration moved very
early In its tenure to translate the rhetoric of "assertive multilateralism" into concrete

The Secretary Oeneral Ansm d the fbmal document known as tho Raport ofthe Panl on UVnid
Nations Poace Operwions, by identical ler dad Agust 21, 2000 to the Prosident of the Clot"
Asembly and the Prtaldet d the Sewarty CoWdii. UN Dom. AI30 ad SOM00Y80 (bminfta, the
"Drhuii lepw'f,
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policy, and its chosen vehicle was Somala. Ther was little or no consulaton with
Congress at any stage of the process. On March 26,1993, Jus two months after
President Clinton took office, and under intese American lobbying, the Security Council
adopted Resolution 814, direcdng the UN Secretary 'enealls Special Rerpmsendve for
Somalia "to mume responsibility for the cnaolldatlon, sxpanalon, and maintenance of a
secure envlrnmtt throughout SomaliL" In addition, Resoltton 814 asked that the
Secretary General obtain financial support for "the rehbilftation of the political
institutions and economy of SoMnAliL" US, Permanent Representative Madeleine K-
Afbright said unequivocally, "With this Resolution, we will embazl on an unprecedented
enterprise aimed at nothing less than the restoration of an entire country a a proud,
functioning and viable member of the community of nations." 2 Indeed, "pea keeping"
As it wai traditionally understood was being replaced in Somalia by the sharply diffent
notion of "peacemadng," Involving the direct use of UN military force to shape the
outcome on the ground.

This policy of "nation building" In Somalia continued through the spring,
summer, and early fall of 1993 despite increasing levels of violence and instability. On
August 27, in a major address, Secretary of We Los Aspin said 'WV. went there to
save a pOop1e, and we succedd We are staying there now to help thos people rebuild
their nation." He added "President Clintoc has given us clear direction to stay the course
with other nations to help Somalia." S On September 22, 1993, again foUowing extensive
American diplomatic efforts, the Security Council adopted Resolution 865, which would
have locked in a UN "nation building" presence for some time Into the future. That
Resolution reaffirmed the Council's support for "the process of national reconciliation
and political settlement' begun earlier. Resolution 865 also provided for the UN to assist
"in the furtherance of the national reconciliation process and to promote and advance the
re-establishment of regional and naonal institutions and civil administration in the entire
country." Disaster followed in Mogadishu on October 3, less than two weeks later.

Even as the Administration was experimenting with "assertive multilateralism" in
Somalia, it was proclaiming and elaborating on the new policy in a variety of forums.
President Clinton's September, 1993 speech to the General Assembly, for example,
suggested that the following questiona be Asked in deciding whether or not to undertake a
new "peace operation":

Is there a real threat to Intematonal peace? Does the proposed minion
have clear objectives? Can an end point be identified for those who will
be asked to participate? How much will the mission cost? Prom now on,
the United Nations should address these and other hard questions for every
propose mission before we vote and before the mission begins, The
United Nations simply cannot become engaged In very one of the world's
conflicts."

r t iraUy, my "Wng Tum h 8omaa" 73 Porelln AOar Numbe 1, p. 56, at p. 62 (1994).'1at p. 64.



While the PresWent and his senior advisor, were speaking publicly on the subject, the
Administration was also engaged in an intense internal discussion to draft guidelines for
US Involvement in UN peacekeeping Activities, eventually promulgated in Presidential
Decision Directive 25 ("PDD-25") released in unclasuifled form in May, 1994.

Although PDD-25 purports to establish dcialon-rnakng criteria that determine
when and under what clrcumstnce4 the United $tare will vote in the Security Council to
support UN peacekeeping, when it will itself participate, and when It will support "peace
ebforcemont" operations, the document is surprisingly unrestrictivo. As Michael T. Clark
points out, PDD-25 provides

"no assurance.. that the administration will not continue to pursue a
particular peace operation should any, or all, of the criteria fail to be me
Indeed, PDD-25 aver that 'ths factors arc an aid In decision-making;
they do not by themselves constitute a prescriptive device.' . .. (Thus], it
cannot be known with any degree of precision or certainty when, where, or
with what degree of support the United States may engage in UN. peace
operations. There is no commitment to vote against a resolution or an
operation should it fall to meet PDD-25 conditions. ' 4

Clark also points out that the final version of PDD-25 raises concerns "about the manner
in which the president may subordinate U.S. forces to the operational control of a U.N.
commander," because of changes rmde to an earlier draft, submitted in August, 1993 by
then-Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin Powell.5 Finally, Clark also
asserts that "much of the language in the unclassified version, widely distributed to
members of Congress and the public, is 'tougher' than the tentative, vague wording in the
full, clasified PDD, '6

Indeed, in this last point lies much of the problem. Although the Administration
has purportedly kept Congrm closely informed about UN "peace operations," there is
evident dissatisfaction both with its explanations, and with apparent Inconsistencies
between the stated policies of the Administution and the votes being cast in the Security
Council. Nowhere is this divergence clearer than in the budget implications revealed last
weak by the General Accounting Office ("GAO") in its report "Cost of Peacekeeping Is
Likely To Exceed Current Estimate." There, the GAO projets that the annual cost of
peackeoing, 4 ie to now and expanded missions, will be approximatly $ 600.000,000
(or 2F %) larger han the $ 2,100,000,000 currently budgeted. Moreover, these
expenditu, projections coincide with other troubling aspects of the peacekeeping
missions CAO examined;

-- In the case of Sierra Loone, for example, however distressing are the
conditions within that country, it is difficult If not impossible to identify a
real threat posed to international peace and security, which is the only

4Michae?, T CluXar Trouble with CoUlectve Sourity," Ovbij , Spring, 1995, U pp. 249-50.
14 at pp. 250-51.

'lat p. 2S1.
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Jurisdictional basis for acton by the Security Council provided in the UN
Charter. Recent prs reports of d lenson within the UNAMSIL force
can only increase the level of coesir for the cohemce and direction of
the eutire UN operation 7

-- In the proposed Couo opa ,on, while a threat to international peace
and security Is much stronger, the mission Is l.defined, potentially
endless in duration, and with log-tem financial costs that defy
quantification. The persistent inability of the parties to come to a true
meeting of the minds in a sustainable peace agreement brings forebodings
of Somalia.

- In Kosovo, the UN's civilian administrative efforts have been widely
criticized. Including by the UN's own Administrator,

-- In the conflict between Ethiopia and Eritrea, consideed in more detail
below, the UN's proposed peacekeeping force, endorsed in principle
already by the United States, goes well beyond the actual msouz.es needed
for a cease-fire observation mission,

These current and proposed new actions form a pattern that is uncomfortably reminiscent
of the Administration's first years in office whe peacekeeping operations seemed to be
approved reflexively, and to expand unchckcL

Indeed, it is legitimate to ask now whether PDD-25 in any of its several versions
has ever been an effective guide to Administration decisions on UN "peace operations."
To the contrary, faith in the credo of "assertive muldlateralsm" wems a more reliable
explanation of what the Administion has been doi in practice, and enthusiastically so
within the last twelve months, Even more troubling, the way forward is already clear, as
the next section examines, and that way forward looks, not surprisingly, lw "assertive
muldllatoralsm" rodivivus,

1,. Tr U= REPORT ON UI= NATIONS P&CD=PfrA

Debate in Washington has not yet really begun over the full implications of the
experts' report on United Nations peaceeping (known as the "Brshini Report," after Its
chairman. fwre Algerian Foreign Ministor Lakhdar Brahlml),.but it was clearly
commissioned and ds ed as part of "he So ay Gene'ral' s to enhance the role
of the United Nations In international conflict resolution. Endorsement by the Security
Council (in Resolution 1318, Septmber 7, 2000) and the Millennium Summit was
cemonial and perfunctory, as Wedd, and the real issue now is whetbet the Report is

I , Dougls Parab, loea Diauw Ma U.N Minim" W Pow, Sapwxb 10, 2000 p.
Ali eolin6.
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simply accepted essentially asgospel, or wthern it roodied adequate $utiny. This
heariAg is crmtInly a imporma stop in begimng the nemary attention and debate.

The i of the Brahimi Report to Secretary General Kofi Annan cannot be
underestimte His transmittal letter to the Security Council and the General Asembly
described the group's recommendations as 'far-rcaching," and their "expeditious
implementation" was "essential to make the United Nadoas truly credible as a force for
peace." The Clinton Adminstration's warm support for the Secretary General, and the
report's quick endorsement by the Scurity Council provide clear evidence that Its
conclusions were entirely predictable and well-briefcd in advance to minimize possible
objections,

Some aspects of the Brahimi Report are clearly correct, although these seem
awkwardly out of place when compared to other aspects of its work. The Report properly
srMews the Importance of "clear, credible and achievable mandates" when the Security
Council creates peacekeeping form. Noting the important but often overlooked fact that
the Council is "a political body," the Report observes that the need for political
compromise can create ambiguities and compromises in its mandates that can spell
serious trouble in implementing that mandate, It then concludes:

"While It acknowledges the utility of political compromise in many cases,
the Panel comes down in this case on the side of clarity, especially for
operations that will deploy into dangerous circumstances. Rather than
send an operation into danger with unclear instructions, the Panel ur'get
that the Council refrain from mandating :uch a miSion., h

This is precisely what the Security Council should be doing, but which too often it La
failed to do in the recent past, Including in currntly proposed operations such as the
Congo.

The Report itself admits that recOnt peacekeeping operations have often been
combined with "peace.building in complex pec operations deployed into settings of
Intra-State conflict," and tt such complex and risky mandates have been the nile rather
than'the exception, ' There no attempt to justify this radical departure frm the
requkments of the UN Chare, which limit Security Council jurisdiction to threats to
and breaches of "International pc= and security," It is, in fact, the promiscuous resort
to UN peaekeoping over the recent past that has inserted the UN into situations it was
not intended to handle, and, In fact, is not competent to handle. This Is the real place to
begin the debate on American policy about United Nations peacekoping, Congres has
repeatedly made its ak ptdcism on this point known, Unfortmately, the Clinton
Admni stradon has repeatedly Ignored not only Congress, but also its own publicly stated
limitations to U.S. support for "peace operations,"

Buahi Reportsupm a. .I.at pop L
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Ther are many recoznrnd onaspects of the BrahimiReport that are wrong-
headed, inadequately oonsidered or simply coftued, several apectaof which am
discussed below, In fac most of its conclusions are foreordained given the eleven
"premises ' I from which the Report begWns, many of which simply assume a conclusion
that other knowledgeable observers would argue is at least subject to reasonable debate or
qualfication. The report Is woefully insufficient in even consldering alternative aalyses
to th: problems within its purview. What follows In this prepared testimony is only a
limited overview of the Brahimi Repor which deserves careful attention and review by
Conv ra.

l.Eeaekeem rHO 8D& Stateer

For present purposes, however, we should focus first on the most egregiously
mistaken section, "Implications for peacekeeping doctrine and strategy.,U In tihe few
paragraphs are concentrated the real agenda behind the Secretary General's request for
this Report, and the most intractable unwillingness to learn from past UN mistakes,

Although the Brahimi Report's doctrinal section begins by reaffiming the
traditional preconditions for successful peacckoeping -- "consent of the local parties,
impartiality and use of force only in self defense" - It quickly moves to jettison all thiee
of them. First, the Report lists examples whore "consent may be manipulated" by "the
local parties" and where the UN hu been "unable to respond effectively to such
challenges." Second, the Report defines "impartiality" to mean "adherence to the
principles of the Charter" and to UN mandate rooted in those principles. Third, the

-Report rejects the "symbolic and non-threatening" force stutures of traditional
peacekeeping in favor of "bigger forces, better equipped and more costly" that will "pose
a credible deterrent effect," and which will have "a robust force posture" and "robust
rules of engagement."

In the first two instances of rejecting traditional peacekeeping criteria, the
Brahimireport is intellectually muddled, The examples of "manipulating" consent are in
fact instmces whore one or all of the parties to a conflict have not in fact truly given
consent. They are not problems of peacekeeping military operations or doctrine, but of
fundamental political failure to reach actual agreement on ending conflict. As such, they
are circumstances where the United Nations should not deploy a peacekeeping force at
all, not one where more "robust" rules of engage ment will make a perceptible difference.

Equally muddled is the Brahlmi Report's concept of "Impartiality," which would
make the UN forces "morally compelled" to use force where the local panties are not
"moral equals." Calling this approach "peacekeeping" is actually more than muddled: it
is intellectually dishonest. The UN has had sucess in restoring international peace and
security between parties of varying morality, and that is why it has been a useful
Instrument of international policy. If the Brahimi Report truly contemplates that the UN

" Id. at paJgrapb 6, pp, 1-2.
I Id at pangrapbl48-55, pp 9-10.



will be picking white hats and black hats, Wv 0",lure to so explicitly, relying instead on
distorting the "impartiality" principle, will na... pas unnoticed.

Even more intellectually dishonest is the third point, dealing with UN
peAcekepers and the use of force. "Robust" is the often-used word of choice for the new
look, which has a fine rhetorical tone, but very little military substance. Despite all of the
muscular rhetoric, however, the Report modestly observes "the United Nations does not
wage war." Earlier, however, the Report had said precisely that: "when the United
Nations does send its forces to uphold the peace, they must be prepared to confront the
lingering forces of war and violence with the ability and determination to defeat them."'
What this really says, however, is that the UN now wants the capacity to wage small wars
(small, "morl" wars, of course). One cannot talk about the use of force, even for
"moral" purposes without being prepared for retalatlon, either against the UN or against
other parties to the conflict, This involves combat, and it most assuredly will involve
casualties. This is war, not peacekeeping.

2. The LimWtionsofz q eventve Diplomacy"

"Preventive diplomacy" rapidly became a contemporary buzz phrase for several
obvious reasons. It is virtually impossible to argue with the abstract proposition that
prevenclug conflicts is superior to resolving them after they have erupted into military-
violence. The costs in human life, property, and lost political and economic opportunities
will almost certainly be higher once conflict breaks out, both for the parties directly
involved and for interested outsiders, Successful preventative efforts, moreover, may
lessen the inclination to resort to force in the future by building trust and confidence, and
by actually helping to solve underlying disagreements.

Moreover, as the Brahirni Report concedes. UN peacekeeping "addressed no more
than one third of the conflict situations of the 1990s,"' 4 Like so much of the rest of the
Report, however, the section on "Implications for preventive acton"1u5 is really little more
than an ill-disguised call for more financial and other resources, to close "the gap
between verbal postures and financial and political support for prevention, '"16 Of course,
another way to close the gap Is to reduce the level of verbal posturing, which I consider
below.

If preventive diplomacy is so attractive, why is it so infrequently succesful? In
particular, why has the United Nations not achieved a better record at prevention? First,
hard as it is for many people to believe, war Is often an entirely rational calculation, and
preventive diplomacy can no more stop it than it can reverse the power of gravity.
Second, the UN is (and is likely to remain) only a collection of governments, the sum of
whose efforts will not be greater than their individual exertions. Third, governments
should understand that the UN Secretariat, eapecially the Secretary General, does not

/it paragraph 1, p. 1.
1A at paragaph 29, p. 5.

IS Id. at paragapbs 294, pp. 5.6.
14 at paragraph 33, p, 6.



operte on a higher piano thau mare mortal national offeial, and that the Secretariat's
contribution is more likey to be at the molecular rather than the molar level. Let us
cmider each point in trm.

Pirat, Clausewitz correctly noted that war is a combination of "hate and enmity,"
"tie play of Wobabities and chance," and "the provic of pure intelligenco."7
Advocate of UN preventative diplomacy typically assume that only 'hate and enmity"
are at woks and therefore, that "good offices," mediation, and conventional diplomacy
AlU frequently be suceasful In prventin$ the resort to force. Unfortunately, this is both
naive and often dangerous. Where UN efforts have played a role in preventing conflict
such as the efforts of played by former Mauritanian Foreign Minister Ahmedou Ould-
Abdallah in Burundi in 1993-95, it often haw more to do with the abilities and personality
of the individual involved than It does with the UN as an institution,18 This Is because the
UN's capabilities and resources, although often cited a inadequate, as in the Brahimi
Report, are rarely the real issue, The real issue is the balance of calculations between the
potentially waring sides, which may be susceptible to political resolution or may not be.

Second, UN maber states do not put aside their national interests when they
enter the General Assembly or the Security Council chambers, a point the Brabirln Report
essentially Ignores. Indeed, obtaining two-year, non-permanent seats on the Council is
ofteu a national policy objective precisely so that thenew Council member can take care
of national business during a particularly critical or sensitive time. Even where direct
national interests are not at stake, broader political alignments and the potential
precedential importance of Council decisions, among other factors, will play an important
role in decision making. In short, the Council is not composed of Platonic guardians, but
states pursuing nterests, often seemingly far removed from the subject under debate.
Thus, Ecuador abstained on Resolution 687, the post-Persian Gulf War cease-fire text,
because it contained provision for derrarcating the Iraq-Kuwait border, which might turn
out later to have an impact on the lonj -standing Ecuadorlan-Peruvian border dispute. To
be sure, such behavior may say more about human nature than the UN institutionally. but
it is unmistakably pervasive. For that very reason, moreover, the oft-mentioned
alternative to the UN -- reliance on regional security organizations as such -- is also not
really likely to provide measurably different results, 9

Third, the 'Dag Hammarskjold myth" ha unusual persistence in UN circles, but
It is nonetheless still just a myth. The Secretary General is only the UN's "chief
administrative officer, 20 and has neither the political legititacy nor the authority to
exceed the wishes of member governments. Thus, the Soviet Union would surely have
vetoed Hammarskjold, the poetry-writing idealist, for a third tram as Secretary General
had he not died during a 1961 minion to the Congo. In precisely the same vein, the

" Karl Yon ClauewI War, Po/kla, and Power, editd by Edwmt F . Collim (Gateway. Wahianlao,
1.997). The phrse quoted am thm On War at p. S.
" Site Ahidm u Oul-Abd&ah, Buwmdi on A ak 993.-95: A UN Sp)ddI EVoy RflCV on
frmwnh,. Dolnmc, (U.S. Imcimte of Pws, Wuhingtn, 2000).
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C A mlniasation savaged Boutrod oBvir-OhaU when he bcoam inconvenient to
its objectives in the 1990's. Any Saty Cenaral who ignome this reality will suffer
the same fats. On the oherhand, when a Secretary GemWel is serving the interest of a
Security CounWc iajority, he cIn typically Oxpect ample support as A useful surrogate,
Ironically, where the Secretariat can be most effective - on the ground in specific crisis
and pr-crisis situations -- it is often the most cautious and bureaucratic. Thus, whm a
Special Representative acts decisively and even boldly (as did Martti Ahtisaari during the
1989 Namibian elections), the UN's chains of sues are higher, but these cases ar
uhfortunataely tare.

While conflict prevention by the United Nations is attractive in the abstract, its
desirability should not obscure either international political reality. In all likelihood,
therefore, the United Nations will continue to play only a highly limwid, if occasionally
useful, role well into the foreseeable future. The Brahimi Report, however, flatly rejects
this analysis, and proposed instead a substantial strengthening of the independent
capacity of the UN Secretariat to act in advance of the wishes of Member States. Such a
capacity would give the Secretariat an autonomy that is both illegitimate under the UN
Charter, and quite likely ontrwry to the broader interests of the United States in pursuing
its national interests on a world-wide basis.

3. -The Unrealitic¢ Obectyes..of ITeace Buildina"

One of the more remarkable aspects of the Brahimi Report is its virtually
unrestrained confidence in the ability of the United Nations of what the Clinton
Administration used to refer to, back in 1993, as "nation building." Although nationn
building disappeared from the Administration's record after the debacle in Somalia, the
policy has continued -- unsuccessfully to be sure -- in Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo, and cast
Timor. The Brahimi Report, for example, quotes approvingly from a 1998 statement by
the President of the Security Council in support of the UN "establishing post-conflict
peace-building structures," and actually cites Haiti as one extumple. 1

In a breathtaking series of recommendations, the Report asserts that: (1) "all
peace operations should be given the capacity to make a demonstrable difference In the
lives of the people in their mission areas"; (2) the UN should support "a broader process
of democratization and civil society building": and (3) "a doctrinal shift is required in
how the (UN] Organization conceives of and utilizes civilian police in peace
operations."2' The Report even suggests that prior "missions' tasks would have been
much easier if a coniwn United Nations justice package had allowed them to apply an
interim lgal code,.... ,"' "In short, UN peace missions "must also try to rebuild civil
society,"" as blatant a statement of the philosophy of social engineering as we am likely
to hear in the foreseeable future.

21 Brahizi report sq'ro, n. I at paragrph 35, p. 6.M US at p4raaho 37-39, p. 7.
2 Id. at paragrph 81, p. 14.
u I at pM h 77, p. 13.
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These and othr related proposals am surely "nation building" with a vengeance,
culminating in the BahiniA Report's conclusion that "the United Nations should be
considered the focal point for peaao-building activities by the donor community.'" Onoe
this point finally emerges, of course, All of the Report's earlier suggestions fall into place,
in what Is manifestly a brief for expanding the UN's turf. Then are strong reasons and
coidmable npirioal evid underlying our conclusion in U.S, domestic policy that it
is not within the Pederal government's comptc to build civil society. In light of that
eperience, why should any of us believe that the UN possesses that oornpermaeiztmatonally7

4. The Trouble with ireUed N F _n and Personnel

The largest part of the Brahim Report is dense bureaucratic prose on suggested
changes in the UN Secretariat, virtually every single one of which, without exception as
far as I can discem, calls for increased funding, personnel, and responsibilities for the UN
Secretarlat.6 Here, the agenda is not hidden at all, because the report acknowledges that
Increased resources will enable the Secretriat "to prepare well and be asked to undertake
[peacekeeping missions] more often because It is well prepared,"2 Although the Brahiml
report does not repeat the call for a UN "rapid deployment force" .. undoubtedly in part
because of the forceful opposition to such a force so widely expressed in the United
States -- It comes as close as one can imagine without actually using the phrase itself.
Indeed the report acknowledges that it Is precisely this American opposition that much
change to make implementing its recommendations possible."

All of the thee doctrinal changes in peacekeeping, and all of the proposals for
increased financial, personnel and other resources for the Secretary General have the
siamo consequoncos: strengthening the independent capacity of the UN Secreaiat and
the personnel ausgned to it at the expense of the Security Council collectively, the Five
Permanent Munbers in particular, and all of the UN's member governments individually.
Curiously, however, the report nowhere involves the mechanism contemplated by Um UN
Charter. the Milita-y Staff Committee ("1he Committee" or "MSC'), If any of the
Brahimi report's reoonuu datlons on UN military structures am to be implemented, it
should be the position of the United States that they take place through the MSC, not just
in the Secretariat.

No one seriously believes that the Security Council itself can direct military
operations. Indeed, the Charter explicitly provides in Chapter VII for a Military Staff
Committee - comprised of the Chiefs of Staff of the Council's Five Permanent
Members, or their mpresentatives- to oversee the UN's military activities, It is no
accident that the MSC repom to the Secrity Council, and effetively, thereom, to the
Pem Five - not to the Secretary Omeral,

3a Sp~ruwtp44, p. 8.
d atI paira&gh 84-264, pp. 14-44.

Id I pr& rap 78. p. 14.
l I t pr go, pp. 1s-16.
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The language of the UN Charter on duse points is unequivocaL Te MSC's
function is to "advise and assist the Security Council on all questions relating to the
Security Council's milituy requirements for the maintenance of International peace and
security, the employment and command of forces plabe d at Its disposal, the regulation of
armaments and possible disarmament,"2 In addition, the MSC "shall be responsible
under the Security Council for the straegic direction of any armed forces placed at the
disposal of the Security Council."'3 To be sure these provisions originally contemplated
a very different relationship of national forces to the United Nations than now exists in
any peacekeeping mission, Rendered impotent by the Cold War, the Committee has
never fulfilled the Charter's expectations, but that does not mean, if major improvements
of the military capabilities of the UN were to be made, as the Brahimi Report suggests,
that the MSC should simply be ignored, So doing would dramatically undercut the role
of the Pcrm Pive, and strengthen the role of the Secretariat.

Significantly, the Brahimi report proposes no new role whatever for the MSC.
None of its recommendations even mention the Military Staff Committee, All of the
bureaucratic and structural changes proposed are in the existing civilian bureaus (such as
the Department of Peace Keeping Operations, or DPKO) of the Secretariat, How obvious
can one make the total exclusion of the MSC -- and hence the Porm Five -- from the
central reforms proposed by the Report? This exclusion is a direct, unambiguous effort
to shift power from the Penn Five to the Secretary General, amounting virtually to
amending the UN Charter itself, It should be flatly unacceptable to the United States, and
Indeed to all of the Security Council's Permanent Members. If the Clinton
Administration is unable to understand why this should be unacceptable to the United
Stmes, perhaps Congress can assist it.

a, The Unacceritabllltv of the BrahiMl Report

In short, the Brahimi Report is badly flawed. In virtually every respect, Its
recommendations for the Secretariat and the UN as an institution can be boiled down to
one word: "more," It is not an exaggeration, irj response, to say that the appropriate
answer is almost equaly simply: "no" or "not now." The central point is that inadequate
policies or the reluctance of member governments to adopt more interventionists policies
-- for reasons good bad or Indifferent -- will not be corrected by increasing the
resources available to the Secretariat or otherwise sutrngthening its capacities. Only if
one's objective is to strengthen the Independence and capabilities of the Secretariat vis-a-
vis member governments per se - and particularly as against the United States -- will
such policies as those recommended in the Brahimi Report make sense. I do not believe
that it serves American foreign policy intmeats generally to cede such capabilities to any
International organization.

The Report states that without Increased capacity lt Secretariat will remain a
reactive institution, unable to get ahead of daily events." But the United Nations .roud
be a reactive institution, reactive to the desirs of the member states. It is not In the

UN CtAn Ao l 47(1oitL Ato 47(3).
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interests of the United States for the United Nations to develop an autonomous capacity
to act without our knowledge and without our express prior approval, When it is in the
interests of the United State to bring the UN in on a problem early, we will do so, When
it is not, It Is flatly contrary to out interests to have the UN off operating essentially on its
own,

The pending Security Council decision on a peacekeeping force In the conflict
between Ethiopia and &itrea is an excellent contemporary case study of the dangerous
shift underway in UN peacekeeping policy, The UN's significant involvement In that
conflict began after Ethiopia and itrea signed a ccase-fir agreement on June 18, after a
year of armed convict, and a bloody struggle for Briua independence before that. In
Resolution 1312 (adopted on July 31, 2000), the Security Council authorized deployment
of 100 military observers, which is currently in preparation. The Council also requested
further planning for the UN's role, Secretay GoneralKofl Annan supplied a report on
August 10, reommending, toar alia, an additional 120 military observers, plus three
infantry battalions, landmine clearance units and accompanying logistical support, for a
total strength of 4,200 personnel, The Council is now considering the report.

The central philosophical and policy iuue is posed by the propo:.l for three
Infantry battalions, What exactly are they supposed to do? Monitoring compliance with
a cam-fire and the disengagement of combatant forces are tasks emInertly suited to
military observers, a classic peacekeeping tak. If 220 military observers are insufficient,
then no one would quarrel wift an approprite increase. But by recommending three
infantry battalions and their attodant logistical support, the Secretary general has added
an entirely new and unnecessary dimension to the UN Mission in Ethiopia and Blitrca
('%tNN3"). This Is not simply a budgeteer's bean-counting quarrel over personnel
levels, but a fundamental disagreement about the most appropriate and feasible role for
the UN in national conflicts.

Peacekeeping, a noted above, historically has rolied upon the consent of n
cooperation by parties to a conflict. Where that is absent, not only does peacekeeping
fail, but so too will "peace" Itself. Many UN advocates are dissatisfied with the limited
UN role such hard-headed assessments imply, and the Brahiml Report is an express
attempt to transform their analysis into scceped doctrine. Ansan, for one, has been very
explicit about his preftnum for transformln '" eping" into something else; "to
go ptepared for all evtualities, including full combat."

The three ifntry batlions proposed for UNMEE ae admittedly but a smaU ste p
toward "full combat" pparedow, but it is in my case the wrong step in the wrong
dincon. If dt Bthlopian-Srlta coe.fire bm down, military observers will be
able to detc and repot it ft appropriate political or diplomatic action, Moreover, if



such a breakdown occurs, signaling a true political diareemnt, the three infantry
batons will neither resolve the dispute nor be n, ous enough to deter combat. They
cetuinly will not be able to "efore" the parties' ctliance with a disintegrating peace
agreement. In the end, if Ethiopians and ]kitreans are not willing to uphold their own
peace, what other nationality is willing to kill and die for it?

So what is the point of the Secretary General's proposal to deploy the three
battalions? Perhaps it is simply idealism about the UN role, but more likely it reflects a
dbtonninaton (fully supported by the Clinton A4ministration, and abundantly reflected in
the Brahimi report) to make the UN Secretariat a more active player in international
disputes. But introducing a substantial outside presence into such a conflict is no
guarantee of increased security -- for the padres or the UN observers - and it may
contribute to greater animosities if one side (or both) sees the UN assuming 4',, 1 openly
partisan role. Abandoning the UN's historical peacekeeping role is a pre-scriIj on for
higher UN expenses, more failures and less support in Washington, Sending observers to
the Horn of Africa is sensible, but the infantry battalions should stay home.

*t C CI * * *

Mr. Chairman, I have not attempted here a comprehensive assessment here of
either the entire Clinton Administration policy on UN peacekeeping or of the full scope
of the Brahimi report, Nonetheless, I think even this brief analysis shows the consistency
of the Administration's pursuit of "assertive multilateralism" from it very first days right
through to its closing moment. The risks and pitfalls for the United States, and indeed
for the United Nations itself, in pursuing these flawed and potentially dangerous policies
have rightly attracted extensive Congressional attention during the Clinton
Administration, The need for that scrutiny has not declined, and indeed has increased
substantially in light of recent developments, I would be pleased to answer any questions
the Subcommittee may have.
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I want to thank the Chairman, Subcommittee on International
Operations and Human Rights, Representative Christopher 11. Smith, for
providing the opportunity for Refugees International to testify on the issue
of UN peacekeeping, one of the most critical issues facing the world today.

Maintaining peace and security is one of the truly vital tasks of the
United Nations and its member states. But international peacekeeping
machinery is shamefully inadequate. Everyone - or virtually everyone -
will agree with that statement.

After years witnessing hundreds of thousands of unnecessary deaths
of innocent civilians, Refugees International has concluded that a complete
overhaul of the creaking machinery of international peacekeeping is needed
now. We support the creation of a standing International rapid reaction
peacekeeping force.

The blame for the present inadequacy of peacekeeping machinery can
be shared among many parties. The most guilty are the horrendous
governments and armed movements that threaten the lives of millions of
non-combatants, mostly women and children, around the world. But the
United States, also, must take its share of the blame. Our interventions in
Kosovo and Bosnia came late, but ultimately they were successful in
restoring peace. In other situations our response has been tragically
inadequate. We failed to act - and discouraged others from acting -- in
Rwanda in 1994 and eastern Congo in 1996. Moreover, the U.S. has been
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an obstacle to reforming peacekeeping machinery and providing the UN
with the resources needed for peacekeeping.

The problems and the solutions are not unknown. President Clinton
outlined the deficiencies of peacekeeping in his speech to the Millennium
Summit on September 6.

Ilo"We need better machinery to ensure UN peacekeepers can be rapidly
deployed, with the right training and equipment, the ability to project
credible force, and missions well-defined by a well functioning
headquarters."

Let us examine each of the four areas for improvement the President
identified as they relate to a concrete example: the recent peacekeeping
mission to Sierra Leone.

First, the deployment of the peacekeepers to Sierra Leone was
slow. The UN Security Council didn't authorize a
peacekeeping force for three months after-a peace agreement
was signed and another three months passed befoe the
peacekeeping force was deployed in reasonable numbers,
although the force never reached its authorized strength.

Second, the peacekeeping force lacked training and equipment,
especially joint training and standardized equipment. Unit
cohesion is vital for the success of a military mission. Coming
as they did from 32 countries, the peacekeepers had no
opportunity to work with each other before arriving willy-nilly
in the country.

Third, the peacekeepers failed to project credible force. They
dribbled into the country in small numbers and the rebels
quickly showed their contempt by taking hostage several
hundreds of them. Even the most cowardly thugs were not
deterred by such a weak performance.

Fourth, the peacekeepers lacked a functioning headquarters and
clear mandate as shown by the leadership squabbles among
officers in the force. A unified chain of command that knows
what it can and should accomplish is critically important,,in any
military operation. This was sadly lacking in Sierra Leone.



The failures in Sierra Leone are serious, not only because of the
human toll of renewed conflict and instability, but also because they raise
doubts that the UN can meet other and even larger peacekeeping challenges.

Thee are at least two major peacekeeping challenges before the
international community at this moment: the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC) and Ethiopia and Eritrea.

In the case of the DRC, the UN authorized in February 2000 a
peacekeeping force of 5,500 personnel to supervise a peace
agreement between the government in Kinshasa and opposition
forces. Only a tiny percentage of the authorized peacekeepers
have been deployed, however, because of lack ofcooperation of
the parties to the agreement, especially the government of the
DRC.

- . In the case of Ethiopia and Eritrea, the Security Council just
last week authorized the deployment of up to 4,200 troops to
monitor an accord halting a two-year border conflict between
the two countries. The agreement is fragile, however, and
deployment is urgently needed to help prevent an outbreak of
hostilities.

In both the DRC and along the Ethiopian-Eritrean border, the
consequences of inaction or ineffectiveness will be grave. A recent study by
the International Rescue Cominuttee concluded that in the eastern Congo
alone 2,500 people per day are dying due to starvation and disease as the
result of the war. About one-third of the 1.7 million who have died in the
past two years are children under five years old. In Ethiopia and Eritrea the
war has displaced 900,000 people on both sides of the border and
jeopardized badly needed famine relief operations as the result of the
drought in the region. Peace is required in the Congo and between Ethiopia
and Eritrea to halt this unnecessary death and displacement.

In each of these areas of suffering in Afica there is a compelling
humanitarian rationale for an immediate UN deployment in the case of the
Congo to save lives and in the case of Ethiopia and Eritrea to maintain a
fragile peace. The current system, however, is not set up to respond with the
urgency that is required. Lack of budget, lack of contributions of personnel
and equipment, and political foot dragging by one or more countries can
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delay the dispatch of the required force. It generally takes about 180 days
afita the Security Council authorizes a peackeeping force for it to arrive in
the country and begin its work. In those six months many things can go
wrong,not least that the war will begin again, either through accident or by
action of one of the combatants.

It is the prospect of further unnecessary loss of life that leads Refuge
Iqternatlonal to conclude that the best response to these and similar crises is
the creation of a rapid reaction force (RRF).

An RRF might consist of 5,000 to 10,000 elite volunteers from around
the world. They would live and train together, follow the same doctrine, use
the same equipment, answer to the same chain of command and be ready for
dispatch with a few days notice. A rapid reaction force (RRF) would give
the international community a sharp instrument to project military and police
power quickly and effectively. The RRF -. or a part of it - could be
deployed for a multitude of purposes: to prevent or mitigate conflicts,
protect non-combatants and humanitarian aid workers, supervise ceasefire
agreements, and police refugee camps.

Let me stress that the RRF should be a standing force. At present, to
form a peacekeeping force the UN collects troops from alL over the world
and attempts to make them into a professional peacekeeping force on short
notice. The existence of a standing, highly professional, elite force would
enhance greatly the speed and the quality of the deployment and reduce the
possibilities for mission failure.

I would suggest that the personnel of a rapid reaction force be
recruited internationally to the highest standards. However, to try to limit
the influence of politics, perhaps citizens of permanent Security Council
members should not be recruited or permitted to serve. The RRF would be a
UN entity under the management of the Secretariat for missions authorized
by the Security Council. (If this model proves ineffective, however,
consideration might be given to making it a free-standing entity, with a close
relationship to the UN and other international organizations, but with
organizational independence.)

The idea for the creation of an RRF is not new. Several nations and
many prestigious individuals have endorsed the concept. H.R. 4453, the
McGovern-Porter UN Rapid Deployment Police and Security Force Act of
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2000, was introduced in Congress this session and includes a concept similar
to what I am proposing. But such proposals for the creation of a rapid
deployment force haven't gone very far because the United States
government is opposed.

Why? First of all, quality costs money and the U.S. is penny-wise and
pound foolish when it comes to international expenditures. Second, as you
well know, the specter of a so-called "UN army" excites a tiny vocal
minority of Americans - although calling a rapid reaction force of a few
thousand personnel an "army" is a gross exaggeration. But for the U.S., the
advantages of the creation of an RRF are many, Chief among them is that
American lives might be preserved by reducing the pressure on the U.S. to
intervene militarily in crises in far-awaycountries in which we have no vital
national interest.

To illustrate the uses that might be made of a Rapid Reaction Force,
let me give just one example: Rwanda. There were four opportunities in
three years in which a well-trained and equipped peacekeeping force with a
mandate for action could have intervened to mitigate humanitarian
disaster.

o The first missed opportunity was during the genocide of April
and May 1994. Many experts believe that several thousand
peacekeepers could have saved hundreds of thousands of lives
by protecting non-combatants from a genocide that took more
than 500,000 lives. But the international community failed to
act promptly and decisively.

The second missed opportunity was in July and August 1994
when more than one million Rwandan refugees crossed the
border into Zaire, now the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
A peacekeeping force stationed near the border could have
disarmed Hutu military units crossing the border and prevented
much of the later carnage. But the international community
failed to act

0 The third missed opportunity came later in 1994 when the UN
Secretary General appealed in vain to the Security Council for
7,000 troops to disarm the Hutu militia in the refugee camps.
The camps thus increasingly came under the control of armed
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militia. A peacekeeping force could have been deployed to the
camps to disarm the militia and free the refugees from their
control. But no action was taken by the international
community to respond to the Secretary General's appeal.

The fourth missed opportunity took place in November 1996
when the Congo rebels broke up the refugee camps and
hundreds of thousands of refugees fled deep into the forests of
eastern Congo where they suffered excruciating hardships and
thousands - perhaps tens of thousands - died. A peacekeeping
force could have made a quick excursion into Congo to set up a
safe corridor to deliver aid and repatriate the refugees. Canada
proposed that a force be deployed for this purpose, but the U.S.
scuttled the idea - arguing incorrectly that the number of
refugees in the Congo was overestimated.

The international community thus failed four times in quick
succession with respect to genocide and its aftershocks in Rwanda.
Moreover, if an intervention had been carried out successfully on the first
occasions, the opportunities for interventions two, three, and four would not
have arisen.

The inadequacies of the peacekeeping mission in Sierra Leone, the
failures in Rwanda, the challenges of the Congo and Ethiopia and Eritrea
point up the need for a reform of peacekeeping machinery. We can throw
good money after bad, risk failure after failure, and see innocent lives lost
because of the present inadequate system. Or, we can find a better way of
doing things.

For Refugees International reforming the entire emergency response
system of the international community is the number one issue of the post
cold war world. Capable rapid reaction to prevent and mitigate the impact of
life-threatening conflicts is a critical component of the reform. If we are
truly serious about enhancing the international capability for peacekeeping -
as President Clinton has indicated - then the U.S. needs to support the
creation of a standing international rapid reaction force.

Thank you for your attention. I would be pleased to answer your
questions.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the invitation to testify at this hearing on United Nations
peacekeeping. My name is William Durch, and I am a senior associate at the Henry L.
Stimson Center, here in Washington, D.C, and recently served as project director for the
Panel on tmnited Nations Peace Operations, whose final report was issued in late August.'
This morning I will be discussing issues related to the restructuring and reform of UN
peacekeeping and related programs that together contribute t? UN peace operations. I
%eak in my personal capacity, and not for the United Nations, nor for the Panel.

After the disasters of the mid-1990s, including the UN's failure to prevent the 1994
genocide in Rwanda or the 1995 massacres in Srebrenica, Bosia-Herzegovina (both
detailed in unusually frank UN reports issued late last year), UN member states largely
tumed away from the Organization for major peacekeeping initiatives. Between 1995
and 1999, the UN launched one robust operation in eastern Croatia and a police
monitoring mission in Bosnia, but both were backed up by NATO military power. The
remaining now starts were small observer missions. This relatively fallow period could
have been viewed as breathing space to correct the more obvious problems with UN
peacekeeping, but there seemed to be little interest on the part of states to invest more
time and money in what was assumed in many quarters to be a failed enterprise.
Funders' arrears mounted and the budget for the UN's Department of Peacekeeping
Operations was throttled back; military planning personnel loaned to the UN by member
states departed en masse. Modest lessons learned reports were written and filed; the tears
in the fabric of UN peacekeeping were left largely unmended. Then, last year, the UN
was suddenly called upon, in rapid succession, to administer Kosovo under the protection
of NATO ground forces; then to replace Australia-led INTERFET and launch a new
government for East Timor; then to replace Nigeria-led ECOMOG in Sierra Leone to
implement a deeply flawed peace accord that the UN did not negotiate; and finally, to
plan to oversee a shaky cease-fire in the vast Democratic Republic of Congo. The
elements of the UN Secretariat responsible for peacekeeping were at this time
underfunded, understaffed, unprepared to run a country (consider the headlines had they
been foresighted enough to try to prepare), and not up to dealing with ruthless, diamond-
smuggling gangs who passed for treaty signatories, such as Sierra Leone's Revolutionary
United Front.

Clearly, something needed to be done to better match UN capabilities to the operational
tasks once again being han'cd to the Qrganization, the basic choice being either to do

'Tw Panel on UN Peace Operations was 'mouaced Marb 7,2000, by UN Secrtry-General Kofi
Amnan. The high-level Panel chased b Awssuador Lakhdar Brahiani Une.Soe-tary-General for
spea asigalnrmta (psmeative actfoa and pos%,anakig), stapviaed a four-month study effot that
cuhnatd i iin. Report of the 'anel A UN Pece Operaions," commonly known as the "Brahitni
Repot" Copies of the full repoq its rzsoctive sunmary, and its summary recommendations may be
foud on the UN's wobsite at btp.U/ ww.un 1pea/t-opmatiow/ or on ths Stimson
Oeter's website at hup.//wwwjtlmaooAgwpkc'pwelpo.
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these operations right or not do them. The twin assumptions of the mid-1990s -- that the
United Nations would not again be called upon to undertake tough missions and that
regional organizations could handle all elements of such missions -- seem to have been
invalidated by the resurgence of 1999-2000. Better, then, that the UN be prepared; that
the Security Council better understand what the UN is and is not capable of doing; and
that new missions reflect that understanding. The Brahimi Report advocates this latter
course.

The report emphasizes that the UN Secretariat is in no position to raise or to command a
war-fighting force. At the same time, unless UN-flagged forces deployed to implement
accords ending internal conflicts can defend themselves - and the peace they have come
to implement -- against the opponents of peace and the well-armed criminal gangs who
spring up in the wake of war, their deployment is pointless. Thus, while the report rightly
leaves war-fighting to states, it urges UN member states to collaborate to make better-
trained, more capable forces available to UN operations. The report recommends that the
Secretariat plan for realistic worst-case scenarios, and be given the cilpacity to do so. It
also recommends that the Secretariat dispatch teams to assess whether troops offered to a
UN operation meet specified high standards of training and equipment, and that the
Secretary-General decline to accept troop contingents that fail to meet those standards.
But even if troops offered to a UN operation are well-trained and well-equipped, that
operation should not go ahead unless they are offered in sufficient quantity to meet
anticipated operational challenges. That is, for any given operation, the size of the
contemplated operating area imposes its own requirements and constraints on UN or any
other peace operations, which figures I and 2 help to illustrate.
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Fig. 1: UN Pace Operstions: Larger Sates
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Over the past half-century, the UN has mounted dozens of peacekeeping operations, some
in fairly large countries, the largest so far being the Congo (1960-64, now Democratic
Republic of Congo), which is once again a candidate for a peacekeeping operation, this
time to oversee a complex ceaso-fire accord. Brackets indicate a few of the countries
consumed by civil conflict that have not hosted UN peacekeepers. Were peace
agreements in those countries to call for international implementation, the forces required
could be quite large. Thus far, however, a majority of UN operations involving internal
conflicts have been mounted in fairly small areas, represented by the shaded box, above,
and in figure 2.

In figure 2 one finds sixteen operations, past and present, including the current "big three"
- in Kosovo, East Timor, and Sierra Leone. Tough problems can come in small
packages, and an enterprise that cannot score consistent successes in smaller venues is
unlikely to do better in larger ones, unless those larger venues present significantly less
complicated scenarios, which is itself unlikely.
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Fig. 2: UN Peace Operations: Smaller States
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Thus, most big states that fail prey to internal conflict will remain beyond the reach of
international peacekeeping, whether UN-run or regionally-run. To date, even "coalitions
of the willing" have addressed themselves to fairly confined geographic areas (e.g.,
Bosnia, Kosovo, Kuwait and adjacent areas of Iraq).

If the remedial efforts that complex peace operations embody can only be applied in
relatively small places, and in just a few places at a time, then the international
community must place greater emphasis on conflict prevention if the need for such
operations is to be kept commensurate with either the UN's or regional organizations'
capabilities to keep or restore the peace.

Prevention comes in two forms: long-term and short-term. Factors working in favor of
long-term prevention include open markets that favor economic growth, representative
government that respects human rights and is responsive to an active civil society, and
equitable opportunities for women to participate in government, civil society, and the
market. Recent research, cited at the back of the Panel's report, argues that economic
stagnation, high unemployment, plunderable resources, and a dominant ethnic minority
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(among which grievances can be amplified by predatory leaders) all render a country
vulnerable to civil strife. These and other indicators of instability can provide early
warning of conflict and trigger crisis-preventive action, but the UN itself currently lacks
the ability to perform the necessary monitoring and analysis, and crisis-generated outside
action is often too late. Conflict prevention, for the most part, requires a longer-term, "up
stream" emphasis. Unfortunately, many more resources today are put into crisis response
and remediation than into long-term prevention.
V

Peace operations have been given a wide array of tasks over time; so'me easier, some
harder. The next chart (figure 3) is a back-of-the-envelope ordering Jf those tasks from
the relatively straightforward and lower risk, to the very complex and risky, reading down
the left-hand column and then down the right-hand. Monitoring an international border, a
cease-fire, or a force separation agreement between two conventional armies is a
relatively simple task compared to establishing a safe and secure environment in the
middle of an ongoing civil war, which may require engaging all local combatants
simultaneously. Similarly, attempting to disarm local combatants without their consent
amounts to having to defeat them militarily. The U.S. and UN engagemtrts in Somalia
(1992-95) included both of these latter objectives, with lethal consequences.

Fig. 3: Operational Tasks Vary In Difficulty and Risk
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In between monitoring and enforcement re a wide array of activities ranging from
volwatary sturender of weapons (in the context of a peace accord that demobilizes local
fighting factions), to conduct of elections, responsibility for law enforcement, and de
facto responsibility for local government.

The next two charts (figures 4 and 5) apply this rank-ordering of tasks to UN peace
operations during and after the Cold War. Cold War operations (figure 4) mostly
involved the more straightforward tasks of border monitoring and force separation. The
first Congo operation, on the other hand, involved some of the toughest tasks in
peacekeeping and was mired in operational and political controversy. The tasks assigned
to post-Cold War operations (figure 5) have mostly shifted to the right, that is, have
become more complex, harder to accomplish. Most of these operations have involved
internal rather than interstate conflicts. Whereas traditional peacekeeping between states
largely holds the line while political grievances are worked out (or not), it is not a direct
part of that political process. Complex peace operations, on the other hand, have -
explicitly political tasks, working within a society to implement a peace accord that local
parties have signed, but with varying motives and varying degrees of commitment.
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Conflicts that result in victory for one side or the other ar not the ones that attract peace
operations, although, depending on which side wins, they may attract outside
reconstruction assistance. The political-military question at the heart of the conflict is,
however, settled. That is not the case with conflicts where peace operations are
dispatched.

Wars that do not end in victory for somebody come to an end either when an end is
imposed from outside, for political or humanitarian reasons, or when they are stalemated
and a compromise agreement is reached and implemented, sometimes with the help of an
international peace operation. The coalitions of the willing that intervened in several
conflicts in the 1990s sought, in several instances (Somalia, Haiti, East Timor) to quickly
turn over responsibility for maintaining peace to the United Nations, and sought in other
instances (Bosnia, Kosovo) to share that responsibility. All of these cases share the
characteristic of having transferred a fight to the political arena that was unfinished or
unwinnable on the battlefield. The hope of the peacemakers, and the task of the
international peace operation, is to help make that shift permanent.

The peacemakers (negotiators, mediators) may or may not be UN affiliated, and may or
may not have a good sense of what is feasible for a peacekeeping operation to implement,
or within what time frame it is feasible. The Secretariat was assigned responsibility for
pulling together a transitional administration for Kosovo, for example, on little more than
a week's notice, with no prior experience in the area, and no role in the crafting of its
mandate. The report recommends that, as a condition of the Security Council's
agreement to implement a peace accord, the UN Secretariat or even representatives of the
Security Council itself must have been able to advise the peacemaking process, so that it
produces realistic, implementable peace accords. Those observer/advisors can also keep
Secretariat planners informed as to the likely responsibilities to be shouldered by a UN
mission, so that planning can start early.

Presently, UN survey teams can and do determine the extent of infrastructure damage, or
the prevalence of anti-personnel mines and unexploded ordnance, or the number of
refugees likely to return to a recent war zone, but the Secretariat does not presently have
the capability to assess all the dimensions of the situation on the ground, that is, the
motivations of the local parties, their field strengths, or the likelihood that they will act to
undermine the accord if an election does not go their way. The current UN Standby
Arrangements System (UNSAS) gives the Secretariat a glimmer of what military forces
might be available from what countries to fil out an operation but actual commitments
are made on a case by case basis and states do not now collaborate within the UNSAS to
enhance their readiness or their interoperability. Finally, the system does not now have
the capacity to effectively integrate peacekeeping (the maintenance of a secure
environment) and peacebuilding (all the other tasks that an operation undertakes to
implement a peace accord).



Were the UN to develop the capacity to do these things, As the report recommends, and if
it assessed an agreement to be feasible to implement and the necessary resources to be
within reach, the report recommends that the Council nonetheless await the Secretay-
General's receipt of commitments from member states to provide those resources (troops,
police, transport, etc.) before passing the mission's enabling resolution. This would
reverse the order in which things are presently done to set up a new operation. That is,
the report recommends lining up political support, military forces, civilian police, related
wle of law specialists, and other civilian expertise before you decide to go ahead, rather
than deciding to go ahead and only then trying to line up all of the necessary mission
components. Although the argument can be made that a delay in Council decision-
making might allow support for a new operation to dissipate, a voting coalition on the
Council that cannot be sustained even long enough to assemble the forces needed to
conduct the operation for which the Council is voting is not likely to be there if that
operation later runs into trouble; an operation with such tenuous political support may be
ill-advised in the first place.

Since one of the Panel's major tasks was to recommend ways of improving the speed and
effectiveness with which UN peacekeepers deploy into new missions, and another was to
improve UN headquarters ability to plan for and to support peace operations, the report
focuses on those elements of reform. There are always a host of issues that each
operation faces once it does deploy, and the report could not address each of them in
detail, due in part to the short time available to research and write it (ust over four
months). What the report attempted to do, instead, was to make recommendations that
would improve the training and readiness of the Secretariat, of member states, and of
individual specialists to cope with the situations they may face in field operations.

A number of structural reforms should be undertaken to enable peace operations to
deploy more quickly id effectively. Field experience indicates that the momentum for
peace created by the signing of an accord dissipates fairly quickly if there is no visible
movement to implement that accord. This led the Panel to recommend benchmarks for
deployment of UN operations: 30 days to deploy a traditional peacekeeping operation
(e.g., border monitoring) and 90 days to deploy a complex operation (such as the mission
in East Timor). There are presently no such benchmarks against which planners can
work. The chain of structural changes required is depicted in figure 6.

The end-point of all of this analysis, planning, recruiting, training, and leadership should
be a field operation that is ready and able to do its part to help break the cycle of conflict
in a war-tom society, under the security umbrella of peacekeeping forces provided by
member states.



FIg. 6: Requirements for Rapid and Effective Deployment of UN Peace Operations

SECRETARIAT MEMBER STATE
CAPACITY CAPACITY
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It takes time for a country to recover from major conflict. Consider, for example, how
long the United States has wrestled with the aftermath of its own civil waf, and then
consider how unrealistic it is to expect war-torn societies, with stalemated conflicts that
nobody really won or lost, to resume a normal existence. Complex peace operations -
whether they are wholly UN in makeup like the one in East Timer, or a blend of UN and
regional organizations, as in Bosnia and Kosovo - often deploy, as noted, into situations
where conflict is, in effect, on hold. Yet a competent peace operation can help such
societies get past the worst elements of destruction and distrust generated by war, and can
help keep those societies from being hijacked once agaii by their worst elements before
new political institutions have a chance to jell.

In short, peacekeeping and peacebuilding are inseparable functions when one is dealing
with situations of recent internal conflict and trying to implement a peace agreement.
The objective of peacebuilding is not to remake a society but to give the members of that
society a shot at remaking it themselves. Successful implementation of a peace accord
helps to build a security environment that can sustain itself once a peace operation comes
to an end; that is, unless the international community is willing to tolerate a relapse into
war once a mission departs, successful peacebuilding is a necessary component of the
peacekeepers' exit strategy.

The report urges greater international collaboration to create well-trained and
appropriately-equipped forces for peacekeeping. Willingness not only to collaborate but
to commit forces to potentially risky operations requires a sense that national interests are
engaged in such enterprises, as well as a good sense of the real risk involved, and
considerable trust in the competence of mission leaders. The UN cannot do the national
interest calculations for its member states, but it could do a much better job of analyzing
potential risks in a new mission, and a much better job of providing competent, well-
informed, trustworthy mission leadership, and responsive headquarters support for
operations.

The report argues that operational risks can be mitigated by better advance intelligence
about the mission area, by better field intelligence for the operations themselves, and by
more robust operations that would clearly cost more initially, but would be better able to
deter or rebuff violent challenge, and would thus facilitate speedier peace implementation
and a speedier mission exit. For UN peace operations as for more traditional military
action, gradualism increases risk and ultimately increases cost. The report argues, in
effect, that it is better to go in strong and draw down than to go in weak and build up; and
better to invest in recruitment and training up front than to hurriedly scour the world for
talent when an urgent need arises. National militaries, disaster relief teams, or other crisis
response entities cannot function without preparedness; neither can the United Nations.
Preparedness costs money, but in a pinch, lack of preparedness costs much more.



STATEMENT OF HASAN NUHANOVIC
FORMER TRANSLATOR
UNITED NATIONS PROTECTION FORCE IN SREBRENICA, 1995

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for having taken the initiative in calling this Important
hearing today on United Nations Peacekeeping. Congresswoman McKinney, I especially
want to thank you. First for inviting me to appear before this honorable committee and
then second for all your help and that of your staff in the getting me here from Tuzla.

I come as a victim of the terrible slaughter which followed the fall of Srebrenica on I I
July, 1995. 1 personally lost my entire family there. My mother, my father and my
younger brother were all forced by United Nations 'Teacekeepers", Dutch battalion, out
of the U N Dutch battalion military compound in Potocari and handed over to the Serb
troops waiting outside. The Serb soldiers then took my family away and murdered them.
My faily should not have died. Instead my family should have been allowed to stay in
the UN compound and remain protected by the United Nations troops. My family should
be alive today.
The UNPROFOR Dutch battalion forced around 6,000 men, women and children right to
the hands of their executioners. In this way they assipe the war criminals in their plan to
exterminate the entire male population of Srebrenica'. They did not have to do that.
They considered the 6,000 civilians on the base to be a burden and handed them over to
the Serbs only for one reason - to speed up their own departure from Srebrenica.
I should point out that this was in contravention of the written order dated I I July 1995
from the UNPROFOR Commander Major General Gobiliard to the Dutchbat Commander
Lt. Colonel Karemans:

"Concentrate your forces into the Potocari Camp, including withdrawal of your Ops.
Take all reasonable measures to protect refugees and civilians in your care."

Second, I come here today to bear witness to the truth of the horrors which occurred In
Srebrenica. I was there, I saw what happened. I can confirm for you that on I 1 July, 1995
the United Nations "Safe Area" was allowed to fall to the hands of General Ratko Mladic
and his forces. Miadic's forces had a free hand to enter the "safe haven" and murder over
10,000 Bosniac men and young boys and rape hundreds of helpless women and young
girls. It was a terrifying time for me and all the others trapped in the UN declared "safe
haven" and it should have never have been allowed to happen.

But I do not need to detail today the full extent of the horrors which occurred following
the destruction of Srebrerkica. Indeed, these horrors are now well known and have
become a matter of the international public record. Numerous books, films and a number
of official Inquiries, including one conducted in 1998 by this honorable committee, all
catalogue in great detail the surrender of the United Nations "safe haven" and the
subsequent horrific crimes committed by General Mladic's forces against Srebrenica's
civilian population.
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Mr. Chair=, what I do want to raie with you today Is the ongong struggle for justice
by the survivors of Srebmai.

Following the fall of Srebrenica as many as 10,000 civilians were murdered, a number of
women raped and brutalized and overall some 30,000 people were traumatized and
victimized. The decision to surrender Srebrenica forced thousands of the survivors to
leave their homes and all their property in Bosnia and relocate In Canada. Australia, the
l.Jnited States and elsewhere throughout the world. The extent of the damage and the
subsequent cost of this decision by certain world leader to surrender the enclave is
almost incalculable.

What price can be put on the deliberate surrender of a modem European city and the
annihilation of 10,000 of its inhabitants? What price can be put on the long-term trauma
inflicted upon 30,000 people? What level of accountability can be held against those
world leaders who knowing or suspecting that Srebrenica's civilian population was
going to be annihilated decided to surrender the city to General Mladic anyway.

Despite the enormity of the crimes committed in Srebrenica and the extraordinary amount
of evidence available to the International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in six years
only 4 persons have ever been indicted for these crimes, and of which, only 2 have been
arrested.

1, and other survivors from Srebrenica, are concerned that there is an ongoing reluctance
to aggressively prosecute the Serbian fiittary and civilian leadership who oversaw the
destruction of Srebrenica. We see this as yet another abandonment of the victims of
Srebrenica and part of the ongoing cycle of impunity worldwide which cloaks ethnic
cleansers and mass murderers from the hands of justice. How can there be any sense of
justice for the victims when we know that mass murderers move about Europe free trom
fear of arrest.

In addition, the exhumed remains of over 4,000 of Srebrenica's victims are still being
stored in an above ground facility in Tuzla. As you could imagine this is totally
unacceptable to the surviving family members. The remains should be shown respect and
buried in a dignified place. I am pleased to say that the US Ambassador to Bosnia and
Herzegovina supports the families' request to erect a memorial complex and bury the
remains of their loved ones near Potocari. Regrettably, there is strong resistance to this by
certain Bosnian people in Srebrenica and the Republika Srpska. Mr. Chairman, I think
you will agree that 6 years is an unreasonable period of time to have to wait to bury loved
ones. We need your help and that of your committee to end this outrage and ongoing
Indignity against our loved ones.

I want to commend you Mr. Chairman along with the other members of your committee,
for undertaking this important task, I hope by that by better understanding what happened
in Srebrenica you all might be able to ensure that there is some kind of honor and sanctity
restored to the words NEVER AGAIN. I hope and pray that you will be able to ensure
worldwide observance of international humanitarian law. -Those who attempt to commit
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mass muder and those world leaden who choose to abandon innocent civilians in their
care and turn them over to mass murderer must be shown that they will be met with
force and prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

There seems to be an uncomfortable paradox. We want more to be put right, but we are
only prepared to sacrifice less. Is it right that pronuses to protect civilians from harm can
be made to tens of thousands helpless men, women and children only to abandon them in
their hour of need. In Srebrenca, the survival rate of thousands of men and young boys
who believed In the UNPROFOR promises for protection and remained behind with the
UNPROFOR troops in Potocari was zero. While the men who chose to disbelieve the
UNPROFOR and flee through the minefields and risk attacks by the Serbian troops
surrounding the enclave was over 50%. Is there not sometimes a risk that by Joing
something half -heArtedly we may actually be doing more harm than good. Mr.
Chairman, despite all that my family has endured I stiJl believe in the United Nations and
hope that it can fulfil its role in ensuring world peace.
But ik soles of the victims will not reAL and the survivors will not find cl: r.bkfQ
those responsible for this gleat crime, no mater who they Li be, = ahuedatII&.

If we are ever to ensure that evil is defeated in this world then we must ensure that justice
is triumphant and that the world community once again recognizes the equal and
inalienable rights of all members of the human family.

I hope that as part of that process of overcoming evil that one day thert, is justice for tle
great wrongs committed in Srebrenica in July of 1995."
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UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS

PKACUt EPONO n 1 AutIst 2000 ................OPERAS 18 .......... .. ... 1 
Cunent opezations on 1 Aust 2000.................................................................. 14
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PEIRSONNEL
Military personnel and civilian police serving in missions on I August 2000 ............ About 37,350
Countries contributing military and civilian police personnel on I August 2000 ................... 89
International civilian personnel ................................. About 3,243
Local civilian personnel ......................................................................... A bout 8,422
Total number of fatalities in peacekeeping operations since 1948 (as of 30 June 2000) ......... . 1,648

FINANCIAL ASPECTS
Estimated cost of operations from I July 2000 to 30 June 2001 ........... About $2.2 billion
estimated total cost of operations from 1948 to 30 June 2000 ........... About $20.7 billion
Outstanding contributions to pe.a.ckeeping on I August 2000 ........................... About $2.4 billionUnited Netloe
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UMTM SlonsJune 1941
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SUwth: mliftuw 143; luurai10nal

Appropiation for yew 2000: S23.0 milim

Unite Natios Military OK~wew Groop
IIndoft &d P aa
SS'ength: miltay 46; lutornaional civilian 27;
local civilia 5 1 Fatalities: 9
Appropriation fbm yea 2000: $8.3 million

M MF'CY Since March 1964
United Nations Poseekstpia# Force In Cyprae
Strath militery 1.219; cimsapoice 32;
iiflernatiocal civilian 42, loca civilian 13
Fataliies: 170

Cypnr^ S113 .8 million and Orooce, $6.5 million

IJNDOF Since June 1974
United Nations Diseu tmot Observer Yorm
Stzvecot: mifteray 1,03r entoa civilian 63;
local civlian 96
Fatalities: 40
Apptopriation 07iD-06/0l; $37.0 million (gross)

UNIMI Since Ma~rch 1978
United Nations Interim Force In Lebanon
Strenot: mlliway 5,619; kntowtoonal civilian 125;
local civilian 344 Faulitie. 239
Appropriation 07/00-06/01: S 146,11 ruioies)
Revised budget to be subnitted

MIIIOM Since April 1991
United Nations Iraq-Kuwsit Obsorvation Kission
Strengt mD"t~ ),I 11; intrntona1 civilia 53;

Fetalifias: 13
, Ion 07/00 M I:$52.7 m illion (gro s)
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MINURSO Since April I99I
United Netloons Misedom for tOe Referendum in
Westona Sahara
Stregt: military 231; clan polkce 34;

Itnaoalcivilian 275; local cvlla 112
Fatalities; 10
Appropriation 07100-0Ml $49.3 million (gross)

UMGSha Augst 199 M
United Natilon. Observe, Mision in Gorml
Stronot: m~ltary 102; inhturnata ilian 5;
local civilian 148
Fataliis: 3
Aprpratioa 07/00.O6/0: $30.0 mio (gross)

UNHWfH Since Dcember Ms9
United Hime Manio# n Bom Do ale d Ilsmusovtna
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Budget Raw" IncldU4 LWMBH, UNMOP, anid Utd

Naton Uiso ofiosat &%p&ad and Zagre

UNMOF Sine anary 1996
United Notioua Mission of Observos im Praviaka
Strenot: military 27, Int'l civilian 6; local civilian 20
Appropriation Included in IJNMIBI

URMI Since June 1999
United Naoo Intitet Adnlnstratlos Mission
in Kosovo
Authorized strngt: clvilianrplice 4,718, military 38
Current strength. C'MIan polk.o 3,969; Militry3
international civilian 964; local civilian 3,421
Fatlwies: 10
Proposed budget 07/006Ml $441.4 million (gross)
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United Nationks Mission In Sierra Leon.
Authoized strength: military 13,000; civilian police 60
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international civilian 207; local civIllan 175
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Revised budget to be submitted
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I EXPedeno of the pestI kulloetlons for pmrentve action OWd poe-buldlno: the need for strategy
and support I

Sfk*a~toke for pakeeplng. the need for robuot doctrine and realistic mandates, I
I Plow hedquarter sapacity for nfonmation anegeent and strategic anals I

I Improved melon guidance and lneierphi I Rapid dopoyment standards and "on4.a" expertie.
I Enhance Headquarters capecity to plan and support peace opertloneI

lstablish Integrated Mision Task Forces for mission planning and supports
Ating "peace opmto to the Infomtlonge I Cha sges to Irnpeftaton I

The Lktcd Nations was founded, in e words of tie Chwar, In order to esucoeedng
generations from te scourge of war.' Meng this challenge Is the most Importa function of the
Organizaton, and to a very ns ficant degree It is the "ardtick wm which the Organization is
judged by Ie pes it exs to seve, ver the ilt decade, the Und Nations he repeatedly
fted o meet the challenge, and It can do no better today, Wfthoutreneww d oommirien on the
pert of Member States, nAntInstutloa change rand Increased nanclal support United
Nations wil n t be capable of oxcut the rWtc peaceki and p:eac ~dlrg tesks ta
the Member States *son to It in cong months and yeamr. There are mmanyltaek which Urted
Ntions peasookeping forces should not be asked to undetake and many places they ahsuki not
SBut wten the United Nation, does send It forces to uphold the peace, they must be prepared

confmt the lingering 0oes of war and violence, with the ability and determInation to dasll
them.

The S c tayGerwll has asked the Panal on United Natons Peace Operations, composed of
Indlduals experieoed In various aspects of oonft1 prevention, peecekeepng a o paoc-
bulding, to saess the shrtomngs of the e)dng system and to make frank apedflo end
restiec reconendatono for change. Our r*=mmenatns focus not only on politics ar
strategy but also and perhaps even mor so on operation and oraniatonW ar of need.

For prevrtve Initiatives to succeed In reducing tension and averting confliol the Secretary-
General needs clear, strong d susUined polikal support from Member States. Furthermore,
as the United Nations has battery and repeatedly discovered over the last decade, no amount of
good Intentions can substitute lor the fundamental ability to project credible force If ornplex
peeeeksoping, in particular, is to succeed But force lone cannot create peace; It can only create
the space in wNch peace maybe buit Morove, the changes that the Pamel recommends will
have no lastng kImpact unles Member States summon the polio cal will to support the United
Nations polcaly, financially and operatloaly to enabl the Unted Nations 1o be truly credible as
a for e for peace.

Each of t comme ons contaKn in thepresent report Is designed to remedy a serious
problem in strotio direction, decision- making, rapido l* nt, operations !plann and
support, an the use of modem Information technology. Key ssosments and rwa ormenatons
am highlighted below, largely In the order In which they appear in the body of the text (the
numbers of the relevant paragraph I ithe main text are provided in parnthesee). In additlok a
summery of rooma tions Isontaind In the anex.

Experience of the p

htpJ/wwwumorgpewoportpw-opaom tidu /siainazhtm /1An9/19/00
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it should have coin as no wrrise to anyons that some of the n*skn of the pest decede
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dng the oontfton. Unld Nlaiosn operations ftu did not dsy h* post- otft
alh&ton It tled o vwie the . In s.ch ornple operations, peaokekepers wwk to mentln a
no"', local environment wtole peecombu101iderak to m** tha en~vrt siell- suet~*rg
or#/ sumh an uwtronme~nt offe a read ext wo Pemiweping kroe, makovg peclceer

hONpilWtiee Ow Ptventdve action and peese-butvn: the need ftw sttegy end support

The Urted Nationend Its member* face a p need to aeablith more effective strategie
for conflict prevention In both to long end short tarms. In this context te Pwa endorses the
rsoominiendatbna of the Secretary.General with respect to oonflit prvention contained In the
Mileonlum Report (NtOOO) and In his ranarks before the Bearity Council's second open
meeting on onflct prevention In July 2000 It also ermurege th Secretwy-Geneias more
frequent use o fdW-filn misons to ara of Wson In support of shorteorm s-p r mv e
action.

Furthermore, the Security Councl and the General Assembly's Speca Commit on
Peacekeeping Operalons, own that the United Nations Wit continue to faos the prospect of
having to assist communties and nations In maki the transition from wwr to peae, h ve each
reognized and acknowledged the key role of peaoe-buWd in comlex peoe Qpe ln. This
will require that the United Nations system address what has hithdeo been a fundamental
deficiency In the way It has 6oncekved of, funded and Implemented peace-budling stretegiea and
activiee. Thus, the Panel reorrvnenda that the Executive Committee on Peace end Security
(ECPS) preW to the Secretary Geral a pion to strenghn the permanent capacity of tie
United Natd to devel peaoe-bulkllng srategles and to fmplerne pogrammes in support of
those strategic.

Among the cange that tf Panel supports e; a doctrtnl sift in lhe use of cvlian police and
related Me of law elements In peace opera that emph&sz a War approach to upholding
the rule of low and respect for human ri-ghts and helpng comnrinltes corIng out of a conflict to
achWeve national reconcilation; conodftlon of dIsarmament, demobtzatlon, and reinteation
programmes Into the seed budgets of complex peace operations In their frst phase;
fomxty for heads of United Nations peace operations to fund quk* Impat projs" that make
a real dMfference nMe Nve of people In ite mission areas; and better Integration of elecorl
asailsta Into a broader strategy for the sport of governance Insitutons.

ImplvlcAto for peacekeelVing; the need for mbust doctrine and reistic mandates

The Panel concurs t#a consent of the local parties, Iipartility an the use of fore only fin 88lf
defend" Would remain the bedrock prixncples of peacekeeping. Experenoe shows, howee, that
In the context of Intra-Stewtiasonsl conflicts, consent may be manipulated In many ways.
Impawtly for Unr~ed Nations operations must theor meom adherence tohe phkxwiple of the
Chate where one party to a peace agewt early and nontovel is violating Its tms,
continued equal lrealmen of all parties by the United Naions nca In the bs cs result In
knfectiess end in the worst may amount to complicity wi evi, No failure did more to
damage te standing and oredbl of Unted Nations p In the 1990s than Its
reluctanov to distinguish victim from agowso.

In the pat, the Urdml Nations has ofbn found bef unable to respond ef fecivel to sc
challenge it Is a fundamertl pren'ilse of the prewt report, however, that It must be able to do
so. Once deployed, United Nations peaekeepere must be able to carry out their mandate
pn*fsny and w rsuly. This means that Unfed Nabns mltary unft must be cable of
def n temselvee, other m n component od the mission's mandate. Rules of
engagement should be sufficiently robust ai not force Unte Nations ontngents to ed the

hq://www.utorpwAtm/reprspo_.pardodocasanmary.btm9//09119/00
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ExCCtve SUmMMy

I" aq mtoeW oatwnteorbr.

This mesins, in tum, that the Secretariat must nrd apply bet-case plannNg assumptions to
nations whoer the local imorhelt o e i r ed worst- bwh an vio tmens that

manMte houd i aoppradmoen1 uthorit to u1sefot e . It means bie forms, bft
eupped ad more , able to be a edible deterrent In partiuar, Unitd Nations forces
for complex opers ntoiS ld be forded the field IntVgence andecapabliules needed to
mount an effective defence against vlolotuitcallenr.

Morever United Nations pasooeepers - troops or police - who witnessviclWc against
Clans should be presumed to be authorized to stop It. within their means, In support of basic

WldNations prncdles. Howeve, operations gpven a broad and explict mandate for cli#Wn
protctin mst e gventhe speific resources needed to carry out "ha mandate.

The Secretarlat must te thSecurity Council what It needs to know, not what It wants to hear,
when tooornmmndIng force and ottw resouwc*lvsfor a new mission, and It must e those
lve*s according to reallst cenarios that take Into accour likely challenes to Implementation.
Security Coundl mandates, In turn. should reflect he clarity tht peacekeeping operations require
for unity of effort when thy deploy into poteritally dangerous situations.

The current practice is for the Secretary- General to be given a Security Council resolution
apecifying troop levels on paper, not knowing whether ha wl be gien the troops and other
personnel that the mission needs to functions effectively, or whether they will be property
equipped, The Panel Is of the view that, once realksc misajorn re ment hae been set and
agreed to, the Council should leave Its authorizing resolution In draft form until th. Secretary-
General confirms that he has received troop end other commitments from Member States
sufficient to meet those requirements,

Member States that do commit formed military units to an operation should be Invitedto cost
with the members of the Security Council during mandate formulation; such advice might usefully
be Insttutionarlzed via theestabishment of ad hoc subsldiay organs of the Council, provided
for in Arbcle 29 of the Charter. Troop contributors should also be Invited to attend Secretariat
briefings of the Securty Council pertaining to crises that affect the safety and securtty of mission
personnel or to a change or rsterltn"sUon of te mandate regarding the use of force.

New headquarters capacty for Information management and strategic analysts

The Panel recommends thai a new Inforiatlon- gathering and analysis entity be created to
uppor the Inbormao al arJ aillytficalneeds of the Seautery-General and the members of the

Execuive Committee on Peace end Security (ECPS). Wlthovt such capacity, .he Secrt will
remain a rolctve Inttutlon, unable to get ahead of daily events, and the ECPS vi not be abto
fUlflthe rAe for which I was created.

The Pm's proposed ECPS Information and Strategic &a, s Secoreriat (EISAS) would create
and maintain integratedatabases on peace and security Issues, distribute that kno*4edge
effiewtty wthM the United Natons system, generate policy aralyss, formulate lon- term
strte"s for ECPS and bing budding crises to the attention of t ECPS leerMsMh. It could
eiao propose and manage the agenda of ECPS Itself, hking to trianform It into the dedlon-
making body ntcpated In the SecrelaryGenerals InItial reform.

The Pa.nel prpo that EISAS be created by consolidating the exiting Situaton CentM of the
Department of Paoekeepng Operatons (DPKO) wth a number of wal, sc.tterld policy
plannrig offices, and adng e small team of mltry analysts, experts In international criminal
networks and formaon systems speclsts. EISAS should se the needs of nwtmers of
ECPS.

Improved mlsion gukante and leadership

http:/Aiww.un.or/pem/rportWpeoeppeiodoc/sumy.h9/imh/0 9119/00
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The Panel eeves it Is essential to assemble leadership of a new mission s early a
possibe at Unit ed"tisHeasdquarters, to partcipate In shaping a missions concep of
operations, support plan, budget, fing and Headquem mission gLano. To that " te
Panel reom indeI the Secretary oGeneralompile, In a systematic fashion and with p
hrm Member states, a CornprehenaA IlSat of polltnll spUWed re ~tlves of t eSecretary.1
Genral (SlRSG#), bre ommr and, flin peos omrinlssors, their potenleldepuies oand
poternia heeds of othr components of a mission, repesni a broa geographic and equWb
ganderdisirbutlon.

.apid doploymnet sUadards and "on-eall"expertise

The first 8 to 12 weekl fo lowng a 0cefr e o accord er. often the most critical ones for
esabshg both a stable peaoc and the cudiy of a new opr t on. Opportunitie lost during
that period we hard to r"in

The Panel recommends that the United Nations define "rapid and effective depkmnt capacl
s the ability to fully deploy traditional peacekeeping operations within 30 days of the adoption of

a Security Council resolution establishing such an operation, aid within 90 days in the case of
complex peacekeeping opero~ns.

The Panel recommend that fhe United Nations standby arrangements system (UNSAS) be
developed further to Indude several coherent, multinational, brigade- size forces and the
necessary enabling forces, created by Mumber States working in partnership, in order to better
meet the need for the robust peacekeeping forces that the Perol has advocated. The Panel also
recommends tha the Sesriat send a teen to confirm the reaneus of each potential troop
oontributor i teat the requisite United Nations training and equipment requirements for
peacekeeping opwations, prior 10 deployment. Units that do not meet the requirements mus not
be deployed.

To support such rapid and effective deployment the Panel reoomrnends that a revolVing on-call
Par of abotD 100 experienced, well qualifed military offixr, carefully vetted and ar.cepted by
DPKO, be created with)n UNSAS. Teams drawn from this Is and available for dutyon seven
days' nobe would translate broad, o tegic-level mission concepts developed at Headquarters
into concrete operational and tactical plans In advanoe of the deployment of troop oontngent$,
and would augment a core element from DPKO to Serve as part of a mission stsrt.tp team.

Parallel on.canl lists of civilan police, Intemational judicial expwts, penal experts and human
rights speclists must be avallable in sufficient numbers to strengthen rule of law insttutims, as
needed, and should also be pal of UNSAS. Protrained tieans could then be drawn from this 1t
to preoede the main body of clvian police and related specialists into a new mission wea,
f lttng the rapid and effective deployment of ith lw and order component Into the mission.

The Panel also calls upon Member States to establish enhanced national "pools of police
officers and related expets, earmarked for deployment to United Nations peace operations, to
hep meet t e high demand for a~ polloe and relte cOrmnal justioule of W expert In
peace operations deoang wth Intro- State coft The Panel also urges Memier StatS to
consider forming joint regional partnerships and programmes for te purpose of training
mrnembers of the rspective national pool$ to United Nations vtllan police doctrine and etandardS.

The Secrtanat should also address, on an urgent basis, the needs: to put in ploe transparent
and dwntralized recruitment meawnm for ,elvlan feld personnel; to improve the retention of
the civilian specialists that are needed In every complex peace operation, and to create starnby
armrn nts for thei rapid deployment

Pinaly, the Panel recommends that the Secretariat radically alter the systems and procedures In
otace Wfor.pekeeping procurement In on to ftacltate raplo deploymwt It recommends that

responsibilities for peacekeeopn budgeting and procurement be moved out of the Department of

hp://wwwun,org/ ep eae-pe..o ion/doci/umarY/.htm 9/19/00
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Mmenagment end placed in DPKO. The PanW propose the ceon of a new eind dn body of
atreernitn field pnrormnt pone end ceure; ireased degaon of procurement
autrty to the f; and grear %xlity for ftl missions in the nmn ent of thei budgets,
The Panel also urge ta ft Serety-Gea form and subm-at to U Ger Asemmbly,
f M approval, a globW logistics support sttgy governt stockpiling of eqrlpmen
reerves and standing contract with the prvt s*e, for cornmon goods and services. In the
Interim, tte Pare recommwde thdditia*.l tart, up kit' of Iwt equipment be
malntalned at the United Nan Lois B se (UNLB) in BrindK haly.

The Pan also recomnmends that the 8erstay.Gn be given authority, with the approval of
the Advisr Committes on Administrave and Budgetary Questions (ACABO) to commit up to
450 million welf In advance of the adoption of a Security Council resolution estabtiahlng a new
operation once It becomes clear that an opeation lIskely to be establIshedl.

Enhance Headquarters capacity to plan and support peace operations

The Pnel recommends that Headquarters support for pea"ckeeping be trated as a core activity
of the United Nations, and as such the majority of its resource requirements should be funded
through the regular budget of the Organization. DPKO and other offices that plan and support
peacekeeping are currently primarily funded by the Support Accourt, which is renewed each year
and funds only temporary posts, That approach to fundng and staff seems to confuse the
temporary nature of specific operations with the evident permanence of peacekeeping and other
peace operations activities as core functions of the Unted Nations, which Is obviously an
untenable state of affairs.

The total coal of DPKO and related Headquarters support offices for peacekeeping does not
exceed $50 million per annum, or roughly 2 per cent of total peacekeeping costs. Additional
resources for those offices are urgently needed to ensure that more than $2 billon spent on
peacekeeping in 2001 are wel spent The Panel therefore recommends that the Secretary-
General submit a proposal to the General Assembly outning the Organzaion's requirements in
full.

The Panel believes that a rrethodica management review of DPKO should be conducted but
also believes that staff shortages in certain areas are plainly obvious. For example, it is clearly
not enough to have 32 officers providing m~itary planning and guidance to 27,000 troops In the
field, nine civilian police staff to Identfy, vet and provide gu;danc for up to 8,600 police, and 15
political desk officers for 14 current operators and two new ones, or to allocate just 1.25 per cent
of the total costs of peacekeeping to Headquarters administrative and logistics support

Establish Integrated Mission Task Fomes for mission planning and support

The Panel recommends that Integrated Mission Task Forces (IMTFs) be created, with staff from
throughout the United Naiors system seconded to them, to plan new missions and help them
reach full deployment significantly enhancing the support that Headquarters provides to the field.
There is currently no Integrated planning or support cell in the Secrmtarlat that brings together
those responsible for political analysIs, military operabons, civlan police, electoral assistance,
human rights, development, humanitarian asilane, refuges and displaced persons, public
Information, logistical, finance and recruitment.

Structural adjustments are also required In other elements of DPKO, In particular to the Military
and Civlian Police Division, which should be reorganized into two separsto divisions, and the
Field Administration and Logistics Division (FALD), which should be split into two divislorg. The
Lessons Learned Unit should be strengthened and moved Into the DPKO Office of Operations.
Public information planning and supxxt at Headquarters also needs strengthening, as do
elements In the Department of PoiJcal Affaf (DPA), particularly the electoral unit Outside the
Secretary t the ability of the Office of the United Nahons High Commissioner for Human Rights
to plan and support the human rights components of peace operations need to be reinforced.

Confstidemon should be given to albcOtng a third Assistant Secretary- Genersl to DPI O and

http://vww.umorgpw./report/pe -operatiorm/doammmay .b tm 9/19/00
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Execwtve Summry

deo n 's m"" as Assiint SmW- r, finotlonn - the dputy to

Adapig poo. operations to the lifoatkwo age

Modem, wet utilized inftotlon dvhogy (IT) Is a key enabler of many of the above-mentloned
odhoea, but gops In sttegy, poky and prace Impede b effective use. In patkular,

H adqutrs lacks a suftietlysng O rsponllty centre for uw-Wevel IT stratey and policy
In peac operations. A senior offilla with such responsibility i the peace and security wonm
should be appolrted and locatd wthn EISAS, with counterparts In the offIces of ft. SRS( In
,qvey United Notions peace operation.

Headquarters and the e missions ake also need a subotntve, global, Peace Opro
Exuanet (POE), through which mlsImns would have access to, among other things, EISAS
database and analyses and lessons learned.

Challenge to ImplementatWn

The Panel believes that the above recommendations fall wal within the bounds of what can be
reasonably demanded of the Orgardzation's Member States. Implementing some of them VA
require additional resources for the Organization, but we do not mean to suggest that the best
way to sove the problems of the United Nations Is merely to throw addItional resources at them,
Indeed, no amount of money or resources ca. substitute for the significant charges that are
urgently needed in the culture of the Organization.

The Pane calls on the Secretariat to heed the Secretary-Generl's ntves to reach out to the
institutions of civil society, to constantly keep In mind that the United Nations they serve is the
unreral organizaton. People everywhere are fully entitled to consider that it Is Uteir organization,
and as such to pas judgement on its activities and the people who serve In it.

Furthermore, wde dispanttes in staff quality exist and those In the system are the first to
acknowledge it; better performers we given unreasonable ,oddoads to compensate for those
who am Ws capable. Unless Oe United Nations takes steps to become a true meatocracy, it will
not be able to reverse the alarming trend of qualified personnel, the young among them in
particular, leaving the Organization. Moreover, qualified people will have no Inoentive to Join it.
Unless managers at levels, beginning with the Secretary. General and his sonlor staff,
seriously address this problem on a priority basis, reward excelence and remove Incompetence,
additional resources ill be wasted and lifting reform will become Imposble.

Member States also acknowledge tha they need to reflect on ther working culture and methods,
It Is Incumbent upon Security Council members, for example, and the membership at large to
brothe lile Into the words that they produce, as did, for Instance, the Security Councl delegation
that flew to Jskarta and Di In the wake of the East Tlmor cgtsle In 1999. an wmpe of effecivo
Council eci at i best rss, ron voeb.

We - the members of the Panel on United Na t"on Po Operations - call on the leaders of
the world assembled at the MttennJurn Summit, as they renew their commitment to the Ideals of
the United Nations, to commit as wal to strengthen the capacity of the United Nators to fully
accomplish the mission which Is, Indeed, It very ruieon d'Of: to help communltiee engulfed In
strife and to maLntan or restore peace.

Whi building consensus for the reomrnenotions in the present report we have so come toe
ared vision of a Un/tAld Nations, extending a so helping hand to a community, country or

region to avert conflict or to end violence. We am an SRSG ending a miisson welI accomplished,
having given the people of a country the opportunity to do for themselves what they could not do
before: to build and hold onto peace, to find reonclliation, to sonthen democracy, to secure
hurn rights We se, above &, a United Nations that has not only the wWF but also the ability to
fl ts gro promise, and to )ustifthe confidence and trut ploa In it by the overwhe
majority of humankind,

httpJ/www.un.o4uehom pectoperviioC4/dom mz y.htm 9/1 9/0
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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT INQUIRY INTO THE ACTIONS OF THE UNITED
NATIONS DURING THE 1994 GENOCIDE IN RWANDA

15 DECEMBER 1999

I. Introduction

Approximately 800,000 people were killed during the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. The systematic
slaughter of men, women and children which took place over the course of about 100 days
between April and July of 1994 will forever be remembered as one of the most abhorrent events
of the twentieth century. Rwandans killed Rwandans, brutally decimating the Tutsi population of
the country, but also targetting moderate Hutus. Appalling atrocities were committed, by militia
and the armed forces, but also by civilians against other civilians.

The international community did not prevent the genocide, nor did it stop the killing once the
genocide had begun. This failure has left deep wounds within Rwandan society, and in the
relationship between Rwanda and the international community, in particula," the United Nations.
These are wounds which need to be healed, for the sake of the people of Rwanda and for the sake
of the United Nations. Establishing the truth is necessary for Rwanda, for the United Nations and
also for all those, wherever they may live, who are at risk of becoming victims of genocide in the
future.

In seeking to establish the truth about the role of the United Nations during the genocide, the
Independent Inquiry hopes to contribute to building renewed trust between Rwanda and the
United Nations, to help efforts of reconciliation among the people of Rwanda, and to contribute
to preventing similar tragedies from occurring ever again. The Inquiry has analysed the role of
the various actors and organs of the United Nations system. Each part of that system, in
particular the Secretary-General, the Secretariat, the Security Council and the Member States of
the organisation, must assume and acknowledge their respective parts of the responsibility for the
failure of the international community in Rwanda. Acknowledgement of responsibility must also
be accompanied by a will for change: a commitment to ensure that catastrophes such as the
genocide in Rwanda never occur anywhere in the future.

The failure by the United Nations to prevent, and subsequently, to stop the genocide in Rwanda
was a failure by the United Nations system as a whole. The fundamental failure was the lack of
resources and political commitment devoted to developments in Rwanda and to the United
Nations presence there. "There was a persistent lack of political will by Member States to act, or
to act with enough assertiveness. This lack of political will affected the response by the
Secretariat and decision-making by the Security Council, but was also evident in the recurrent
difficulties to get-the necessary troops for the United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda
(UNAMIR). Finally, although UNAMIR suffered from a chronic lack of resources and political
priority, it must also be said that serious mistakes were made with those resources which were at
the disposal of tie United Nations.

In a letter dated 18 March 1999 (S/1994/339), the Secretary-Gencral informed the Security
Council of his intention to appoint an independent inquiry into the actions of the United Nations
during the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. In their reply (S/1999/340), the members of the Council
expressed their support for the initiative in this unique circumstance. In May 1999, the Secretary-
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General appointed Mr Ingvar Carlsson (former Prime Minister of Sweden), Professor Han Sung-
Joo (former Foreign Minister of the Republic of Korea) and Lieutenant-General Rufus M
Kupolati (rtd.) (Nigeria) to conduct the inquiry.

The Independent Inquiry was given the mandate of establishing the facts related to the response
of the United Nations to the genocide in Rwanda, covering the period October 1993 to July 1994,
and to make recommendations to the Secretary-General on this subject. The present report is
submitted pursuant to that mandate.

The terms of reference stated that the Inquiry should establish a chronology of key events
pertaining to UN involvement in Rwanda from October 1993 to July 1994. It should evaluate the
mandate and resources of UNAMIR and how they affected the response of the United Nations to
the events relating to the massacres. The Inquiry was asked to draw relevant conclusions and
identify the lessons to be learned from the tragedy and to report to the Secretary-General not later
than six months from the commencement of the inquiry. The terms of reference also stated that
the Inquiry-would have unrestricted access to all UN documentation and persons involved.

The Inquiry began its work on 17 June 1999.

The mandate of the Independent Inquiry covered the actions of the United Nations as a whole.
The task of the Inquiry thus included studying the actions of UNAMIR, the Secretary-General
and the Secretariat, as well as the Member States of the organization and the political organs in
which they are represented. With respect to actions of Member States, the Inquiry has focussed
on positions taken which affected the response of the United Nations to the tragedy in Rwanda. It
will be task of other bodies to analyse the broader issues raised by individual countries' positions
on the Rwandan issue.

The Organization of African Unity (OAU) and other regional actors played important roles
throughout the peace process and during the crisis in Rwanda. The mandate of the Inquiry being
focussed on the role of the United Nations, emphasis is placed in this context on the influence
which regional actors had on that role. The OAU Intrnational Panel of Eminent Persons, whose
report is due to come out next year, will no doubt be able to reflect fully all the various aspects of
the regional perspective on the genocide in Rwanda.

In the course of its work the Inquiry interviewed a large number of persons with knowledge
relevant to its mandate. A list of those interviewed is contained in Ann.i jI .

The Inquiry conducted research into the archives of the United Nations as part of its work. In
addition to documents contained in the central archives of the organization, the Inquiry also
studied files maintained by different departments within the United Nations, including the
Executive Office of the Secretary-General, the Departmentof Peacekeeping Operations and the
Department of Political Affairs, and files from the archives of UNAMIR. The Inquiry also
benefitted from documents and materials made available to it by governmental and non-
governmental sources. In a letter dated 8 September, the Inquiry invited all countries which
contributed troops to UNAMIR during the period covered by the mandate to make available
comments or information to the Inquiry.
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The 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Puniahment of the Crime of Genocide lays down the
criteria for what acts are to be considered a genocide, orie of the most heinous crimes which can
be committed against a human population. Essentially, the Convention requires both that cerain
acts have been conuitted, and that they be done with a particular intent: that of destroying, in
whole or in pan, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group, as such. The Secuuity Council used
the same criteria in outlining the mandate of the Intemaional Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR), contained in resolution 955 (1994). The ICTR has determined that the mass killings of
Tutsi in Rwanda in 1994 constituted genocide. It was a genocide planned and incited by Hutu
extremists against the Tutsi.


